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t NEWS
see page 10l

[ Thank you to alt the people who send in their
Questionnaire from issue l. W e had a very good
percentage of return, aver 30%. It was interesting to
note that most people are now using a Goldcard with
a QL. Severa[ regular sections have been added as a
direct response to the answers we received from the
questionnaire.
The first section entitled "C F or Y ourself" is a section
dedicated to C programming using the C68 public
domain compiler. It is designed to give guidance and
help on the use and understanding of C68. I deas for
future articles are very welcome, as explained at the
end of the section.
Interrupt is a section on machine code programming.
Through this we hope to explain techniques and "rea[
world" experiences that do not feature in any books
on the subject.
Functionality is a section on programming in
SuperBASIC. It will principally be made up of small,
useful, functions and procedures that can easily be
adapted to any program. This was the second highest
request, by the way.
By far the highest requested section was a Help
section. This will be starting in the next issue and we
will be publishing the answers with the questions in the
same issue. If you are in need of Help, either software
or hardware related, then send in the details to HELP
DESK a t the same address as Quo V adis Design.
Now on to the news .......... l

Jochen Mcrz Software has released a range of new
software:typeset93-ESC/P2, priced at DM 69,90, is a ncw
printer driver for Text87. It provides a driver for ali
EPSON printers which support ESC/P2. This
includes the new Inkjet printer from EPSON thc
Stylus 800.
BlackKight is a mouse-driven Chess program with a
host of features. See the review on page 9 for further
details. Its price is DM 119,90.
QMAKE is a pointer driven Make program for the
GST /Quanta Asscmbler package. It has many
options including library-building. Its price is DM
44,90.
Thc Lonely Joker has bcen updated to vcrsion 2. It
now includes Spine, Crapaud & Four-in-a-Hand
patience games. The price new is DM 59,-. Upgrades
from version l are DM 29,-.
SMS2 - The much talked about, but less scen,
operating system is to see the light of day. SMS2 is
part of a long term project calied Ora that exists to
provide very powerful computing that is easy to use.
It is a complete ready to use computing environment
supplicd in ROM. It will be supplied with an
integrated graphic user interface (an advanced
Pointer Environment), a networking system, a set of
access programs(derived from QPAC2) and (as a set
of options) an improved "Super Basic" system known
as SBASIC2. Jochen Mertz will be sclling SMS2 on
ROM for the Atari range of computcrs starting at
f99. Jochcn also points out that SMS2 is not SMSQ
or vice versa. SMSQ is a QDOS clone, its purpose is
to mimic thc QL as accurately as possiblc.
Jochen has also sent in more information on the
QVME card that turns the Atari STE and TT into a
QL. There is too much information to print (included
is a double sided A4 page of the most commonly
asked questions together with the answcrs) but if you
would like furthcr dctails scnd a SAE and wc will
send you a copy.

Dilwyn Jones of DJC has written in to clarify a fcw
points raised in thc last issue. Convcrt-PCX costs flO
instead of thc f12.50 printcd. An error in thc
handouts was to blame. In thc rcview of DJToolkit
thc reviewer appears to have missed a point: its use
in distributed programs. DJToolkit is one of the few
commerciai toolkits which can be included in
QLiberated programs and sold or given away as PD
(only when linked to a compiled program) without
any form of payment. The whole point is that you do
not necd to rcly on the recipicnt having thc
equivalcnt toolkit 2 routincs. Also DJToolkit givcs
you a degrce of future proofing. In the review of
Banter the reviewer managcd to make the printout
exceed the stipulated number of pages. There are two
possible reasons for this. One is the size of the paper
used (Which might be less than that expected by the
program) and thc second is that some printers start
printing a smali amount from thc top of thc shcet,
usualiy about l inch on dot matrix printers, and so
end up printing on about the top inch of the pagc one
bcyond thc number expcctcd to make up that missing
inch.

TF Services , offering repairs, Mincrva, Hermes and
2
I C Interfaces have now moved from their London
address to Ascot. Their full address is givcn on pagc
10.
Albin Hessler Software will be releasing CueShell,
the ultimate pointer drivcn desktop program for ali
QDOS compatible systems, around December. It
supports ali scrccn resolutions and aliows graphical
copying (drag and drop), included is the ability to
copy complete subdirectories. It also saves the last
used settings for its sorts and window sizes. You can
also casily rename by just typing the ncw name.

[The following prices are only for the product itself,
for more information on postage costs and addresses
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Ocean Computer Services have sent in more details about their
Professional Poolster program. The program evolved over several
years, from the writer's efforts to keep track of pools statistics. It
gradually developed with many improvements in efficiency in
entering the matches and keeping track of the bookies statistics.
At first only the odds published for HOMES were used but
eventually three modes were incorporated, using the odds
published for A W AYS and DRA WS as well as HOMES odds. I t
is designed as a tool and guide for the serious punter, rather than
a forecaster. It can help the user to find results, in particular the
unexpected, for use on either the fixed odds coupons or on the
regular pools coupons in homes of aways entries. The price is f49
for a limited period.

QL_ Genealogist Second Edition, many of which were suggested
by users of the old Genealogist program. Having seem the first
demonstration of the program I must say it is a very worthy
upgrade. I t makes full use of the Pointer Environment and shows
just how a well written pointer driven program can make
complicated actions seem so simple and intuitive. An examplc of
its many new features are "Pick lists". Instead of typing a piace
name over and over again you just press F3 or select the "Pick"
option and an alphabetic list of ali the piace names you have
entered pops up. You can then select the name you want and it
will copy that name into the field. These are available for given
names. family names. places, comments, sources and counties. A
conversion program is included to translate old Genealogist files
into the new format. The price for the new program is f60,
upgrading from Genealogist Second edition is priced at f33 . It is
available from Dilwyn Jones Computing.

Software87 have now released version 4 of their wordprocessor
plus4. There are two major enhancements to the package. The
first is that ruler creation and editing can be made interactive.
This means you can edit or create a ruler while watching the
effect of changes on text. The second is the addition of a Macro
language. A macro language allows the user to replace frequently
used sequences of keys with < CTRL > key combinations. As an
example to underline a word takes 9 key presses. these key
combinations can be recorded by plus4 and you then only need to
press <CTRL> plus your designated key to underline a word.
Options are given to record, view, delete, save and load Macro
key definitions(plus4 loads up a default file automatically on
startup for frequently used macros). You can also modify existing
macros by loading them into plus4 and editing the file directly.

Dilwyn Jones Computing has now released Page Designer 3, the
long .. awaited sequel to Page Designer 2. This new version now
works under the Pointer Environment and looks to be very
comprehensive. 1t is very easy to use and is packed full of
features. More news on this next issue. The price is f40 , to
upgrade from Page Designer 2 is priced at f25.
Screen Compression is a new prograrn from Dilwyn Jones
Computing which. as its name implies. allows screens to be saved
on disk and cartridge in a compresses format. saving space. The
program also allows the interchange and conversion of various
graphics compression formats available on the QL. Mode
conversion and colour inversion are also included. It supports 11
formats although some can only be used if the originai software is
present. The formats are Uncompressed (standard QL 32k
screen). DJC compressed (used in Image Processar and Page
Designer 2&3). The Painter (used in The Painter program by
PROGS of Belguim). QL W forma t (based on software by A.
Quigly published in QL World), Quanta format (Ron Dwight's
screen compression system available from the Quanta library).
Eye-Q (used in Digitai Precision's Eye-Q program). CGA files
(as found in the Quanta library). PCX files (common format on
the PC), Graphical toolkit (Toolkit published by Pyramide ).
Qplus (Toolkit published by Sandy UK) and Moerel (Bag of
Tricks software published by Pyramide). The price is flO .
Scanned Clipart 2 from Dilwyn Jones Computing is an assorted
collection of scanned pictures suitable for most QL graphics
programs. The screens bave been compressed (decompression
program supplied of ·course) to get the most on the disks
supplied. The price is HO.
Dilwyn Jones Computing is now able to supply the Deltasoft
range of software. This includes the flight simulator Flightdeck
and the 3D graphics program. Image D. Flightdeck is a real time
flight simulator based on a Boeing 737 twin jet engine passenger
airliner. It provides a filled high resolution 3D image of the
"world" outside and contains an accurate database of over 200
UK navigation beacons. Runway details of over 25 major UK
airports are also included. The price is flS . Image D is a 3D
graphics design program that allows you to produce graphical
representations of three-dimensional objects and to view them in
a variety of ways. These include wirefrarne, hidden line and
shaded. Views produced on screen can be saved to a file for
subsequent printing or manipulation. The price is flO.

QUBBESoft P/ D alias Ron Dunnett is working in collaboration
with Terry Harman and Phil Borman to bring two new hardware
products o n to the market. The first is cali ed FAST-NET which .
as the name implies. provides a vastly improved network. It
speeds up the network by at least a factor of ten. It will also
allow networking between QL and Atari ST computers. The
other project is called QUBIDE. This is an IDE Hard disk
interface allowing the connection of an IDE Hard Disk upto a
maximum capacity of 120mb. It includes built in software and will
plug into the QL's Rom slot. Both of these products have been
prototyped. the FAST-NET having bee n demonstrated at severa!
Quanta and International Workshops. No firm dates or prices
bave been given for their launch but expect to see them in the
very near future.
Di-Ren bave developed a new, low cost. speech analyser called
DPR020. although the name may change. This will allow you to
"trai n" your computer to recognise an d aet upon your voi ce
patterns. It is to be priced around f67.50 and includes the
DPR020. a microphone, boxed speakcr and full instructions that
include connection details and sample programming techniques.
It connects to the QL via an RS232 lead and uses a method of
sound analysis cal!ed Adaptive Differential Pulse Code
Modulation for a greater accuracy. It is expected to be released
shortly. For further information send a SAE to Di-Ren or Dilwyn
Jones Computing.
Genealogist. the family tree research program, has now been rewritten to ùse the Pointer Environment. Chris Boutal, the author,
has taken the opportunity to include many improvements over
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PERFECTION
Since writing the first initial review of
Perfection in QL Technical Review 7,
Perfection Special Edition (Perfection SE)
has been released which incorporates a
series of major changes to the originai
program, some of which have been to
remove bugs, whilst others take account of
the ever increasing range of new hardware
available to QL users. There have even
been one or two changes which take account
of various wishes expressed by existing
users.

allows severa! copies of the same program
to run from only one copy of the machine
code actually being in memory ), you can
now supply à parameter to Perfection SE
when you load it, telling the program how
many copies you wish to create, You achieve
this with a comrnand similar to:
EXEC flpl_Perfection;'rn2'
(This will set up two copies of Perfection
SE). Both Toolkit II and the latest version of
Minerva (vl.97) allow you to do this,
although users who do not have either of
these, should not fret, as there is a way of
doing this with the Turbo Toolkit (a copy of
the runtime version is supplied with
Perfection SE and loaded automatically by
the boot program), by using the command:

Not only has the speed of operation of the
program been increased quite drastically,
but users of the new Miracle Systems QXL
card (which allows you t o run most QL
programs on a PC) will be pleased to see
that the size of document which Perfection
SE can handle has been increased
tremendously to (256"4 )*4000 bytes
Unfortunately,
( approximately
15Tb ).
restrictions caused by current microprocessors in the 68000 range, actually limit
document size to approximately 4,096 Mb.
This new size restriction should be more
than enough for the most avid author, and
users will be interested to note that
Perfection SE does not become noticeably
slower when handling large documents
(unlike Quill).

EXECUTE 'flpl_Perfection';'rn2'
Note the need for quotes around the
Fl HELP
iSHIFT
F2 Menu on screen !SHIFT
F3 Menu 1+2+3+1 iSHIFT
F4 Refresh screen 'SH!Fi

cotitiRNOS ISHIFTI CTRL lliLT ICiRL/ SH!FìiSHIFT/ ALi l CiRL/RLT ICTRL/SH!Fi/ Ali l

+--+

---+
l
l

For users who want even greater flexibility
in the handling of documents, the
README file provided with the program,
states that Perfection SE is able to utilise
any system of virtual memory (whereby a
disk, or hard disk in particular, can be used
as an extension of the machine's memory,
invisible to the user) - it is hoped that this
will shortly be implemented on the QXL
board.

l

CTRL./

CTRL'ALT/
+---A cycl e justilicoti on
l i-dio te t·ep loce Alt
l Bcckucrd search
8 Qoto Bot tomot docunt€1lt
C.
.
l Copy predelined blcck
O Oetine high light as block
l Oe lete predet ined block
E Emphcs ise <bo ld) on
l Emphcsise (boldl oH
F Forwcrd search
l Footer ed i t
G immed iate search in directi on l Go to l i ne
H revea l Hidden codes in l i ne l Hecder ed i t

+-----

l

-+
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Pcrfection in action

filename if you are using the runtime
version of Turbo Toolkit. It is a pity that the
Perfection SE manual does not mention this.

In line with many other text editors,
Perfection SE has been given a limited
ability to handle more than one document a t
a time. Instead of allowing you to load more
than one document into Perfection SE, you
need to set up several copies of Perfection
SE and load a different document into each
copy. But surely you can do this already,
simply by using multiple EXEC commands
to load each copy?

I have been asked in the past how to do this
using the command 'EXEP' which Qpac2
users will recognise. This could be necessary
for example, if you wanted to set up a
guardian window around Perfection SE
under the Pointer Environment. Again, this
is relatively simple: merely use:-

In order to save memory and to utilise
QDOS's native code-sharing ability (this

QReview

Fl test cmd iESC Esccpe/Ccncel i +t+ ~ by chcr/ l i ne
F2 Mode8 H !SHI FT F5 one/tl.IO - !+ SH !FT pcra/uord
F3 Menu3t2tli uindous,F5 se l ects ì+ SH !Fi/nLT uindou
F4 Size!Move •RLT F5 Over/lnsert !CTRL C to le ·oo

EXEP flpl_Perfection;'rn2',g
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Gold Card).

Unfortunately, this method of working with
severa! documents at the same time does
seem a half-hearted solution, since there are
stili various practical difficulties in
transferring text from one document to
another; something which wili generally
require the use of a temporary file.
However, if you have a system of named
pipes (eg. SYSTEM), it may be possible to
transfer blocks of text using pipes. For
example, go to the copy of Perfection SE
which contains the block of text to be copied
across, tell Perfection SE to export the text,
and when presented with the filename,
insert:

Editing has also seen various improvements
both from the point of view of speed and
ease of use.
SE · now
supports
six
Perfection
'environment settings'. This allows you t o
stare various settings for the margins, tab
positions, default filenames, search &
replace strings, as well as the majority of the
settings shown in the status line. Having set
these various parameters to the required
values ( either by using direct keystrokes or
menu commands ), you can stare the current
environment
setting
by
pressing
CTRL/SHIFT/ALT/1-6, and then recall it
at any time by pressing CTRL/ALT/1-6.
Although this may sound useful (it allows
you to stare different environments for
different documents, or even different parts
of the same document), Perfection SE does
not allow you to save the environment
settings along with a document, and you
must therefore re-enter them each time that
a document is loaded. However, this can
save a tremendous amount of time when
editing large complex documents, provided
that you remember to keep a note of the
settings associated with each 'environment'.

pipe_PerExp_lOOO
Now, go to the copy of Perfection SE into
which you want to load the text and tell
Perfection SE to load:
pipe_PerExp
This wili copy across the file without the
need for a temporary file to be created. I
have tried to use the new pipes provided by
Minerva vl.97 to do this, but unfortunately,
could not get this to work - it appears that
you need the output and input p1pes to be
open at the same time on Minerva.

Cursor navigation has also been amended if the cursor is at the left hand side of the

Users will also be pleased to note that
Perfection SE imports Quill documents
much more quickly than its predecessors
and once loaded, the handling of this text is
not noticeably any slower than with native
Perfection files. It was also nice to note that
Perfection SE can now merge both its own
and Quill files without any need for user
intervention (previously the user needed to
delete a large amount of garbage loaded
with the document).

screen, any attempt to move it left, places it
on the end of the previous line (this is the
same as with Quill an d Text87). The ALT
left and ALT right keys stili move you t o the
start and · end of the current line
respectively, although I would have
preferred to be able to configure the action
of cursor left, since this can be particularly
annoying sometimes.
As a further aid to increase the speed of
editing, you can also configure whether or
not the attributes of the text should keep
pace with the document as it scrolls up or
down the screen. Turning this to OFF results
in much faster scrolling and the delay until
the attributes catch up with you is not too
great so as to annoy the majority of users.

Once you have loaded your documents, the
additional speed of the program has made
ali operations seem much smoother,
although with large documents, there is stili
an annoying delay after the document has
first been loaded, when you move off the
first line, before the cursor re-appears
(presumably this is whilst Perfection SE sets
ali of its tables). This delay has however
been reduced from earlier versions and
presumably reduces delays whilst editing the
text - I have used a document in excess of
140,000 words from within Perfection SE
and have found its speed more than
sufficient for editing purposes (when using

QReview

A major alteration to the current version of
Perfection SE has been with regard to the
formatting of paragraphs. Not only has the
speed of reformatting paragraphs been substantially increased, but the program can
now automatically reformat paragraphs as
they are being typed.
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BOLD off) to rectify the mistakc.
You can configure tbe dclay bcfore reformatting
takes piace (ie. bow long tbe program will wait after
you bave finisbed typing) t o sui t your typing style (or
even turn tbe feature off). This system of automatic
reformatting prevents tbe problems inherent in
manual formatting, in tbat it is ali too easy to amend
a paragrapb and forget to re-format it, leading to
improper right justification. The ability to configure
tbe delay before paragrapbs are reformatted also
belps to make this feature relativcly powerful - you
can decide on bow tbe program sbould balance tbe
time spent reformatting against tbe time spent
reading tbc keyboard and printing tbe text.

The printcr driver has also been enhanced to take
account of the variety of printers now used by QL
users. The driver can now handle up to 64 translate
strings, each of which can bold 62 ficlds (including
tbe character to be translated). A Postamblc code can
now be sent to tbe printer at tbc end of tbc print run,
so that tbe status of tbe printer can be resct ready for
use by anotber program. Even ali of thc standard
printer functions (eg. ITALICS ON /OFF) can now
be uscd to send up to 62 different codes to tbe
printer, whicb should be more tban enough for even
tbe most verbose laser printer.

Unfortunatcly, I find tbat this feature bas little
practical relevance wben uscd on complicatcd
documents because, due to tbe fact tbat Perfcction
SE does not attacb any rulers to paragrapbs, tbe
automatic reformatting means tbat you can
sometimes alter a paragrapb to find tbat its margins
bave been reset to tbe current settings, ratber tban
keeping tbe originai settings, meaning tbat you bave
to alter tbe margins and reformat tbe paragrapb
anyway. I am sorry to say tbat even tbough tbe
implementation of environments belps to alleviate
this, tbc fact tbat tbey cannot be stored and tbe lack
of any rulers mcans tbat I would ratbcr do without
this automatic reformatting.

One major improvemcnt to tbe printer driver
program is tbe fact tbat strings can now be longer
tban tbe screen - tbe string scrolls left in order to
allow a maximum of 100 charactcrs (unfortunately,
tbe string scrolls a little untidily, especially when you
reach tbe end of tbe string). The device name or file
name which can be used far tbe final output is ratber
strangely stili restricted to a maximum of 30
characters (QDOS allows 41 characters including tbe
device namc {or 39 ifa network device used} ).
To allow you to use tbe widcr range of facilities
available in tbc printer driver, Perfection SE now
also supports a total of eigbt different strips can be
uscd to represent different text types and fonts on
screen - tbe Configuration program allows you to
alter the colour settings used to represent each strip if
you prefer.

Whilst on tbe subject of rulers, I find it surprising tbat
tbe autbors of Pcrfection SE bave seen fit to ignorc
tbese important little creaturcs - this is especially so
wbere TAB marks are concerned - altcring tbe TAB
settings wben the cursor is part way tbrougb a
document docs not prevcnt tbe new settings affecting
the wbole of tbe tcxt, whicb can cause bavoc, unless
you keep an eyc on wbat you are doing.

Overall, Perfection SE has come a long way since the
originai version of Pcrfection was launchcd and it is
certainly wortbwhile users upgrading to tbe latest
version. As with any major program, the features
wish-list continues to grow, but unfortunately, it
seems tbat Digitai Precision are ratber loathe to take
tbesc on board at tbe present timc. This is however,
undcrstandablc in view of tbc limited market
available to any large QL program, which can mean
tbat it is hard to justify tbc commerciai viability of
improving major programs once tbey can perform
tbeir basic fUnction.

Thc otber main amcndmcnt to the editing featurcs
bas bcen to tbe Searcb & Replace function. Some
previous versions of tbe program distinguished
between hard and soft spaces when searching for
text, meaning that some occurrences of the desired
string could be misscd. Now, unless case sensitivity is
enablcd, hard, soft spaces and tabs are ali trcated tbc
same. Unfortunatcly, unlike Text87, Perfection SE
does not simply ignare soft spaces (inserted by the
program for justification purposcs), which means tbat
strings can stili be missed if the program bas justified
a line and inserted an additional space betwecn the
words. Anotber drawback of this function is tbat it
docs not ignare cbangcs in typcface, so tbat if you
change a typcface in tbc middle of text, tbe search
function will only find that text if you specify tbe
changc of typeface in tbe search string. This can be
particularly annoying when you bave mistakenly
presscd CTRL E instead of E (causing BOLD to
switch on), and so pressed CTRL ALT E (switching

QReview

That said, Perfection SE continues to be one of thc
simplest to use Word-Processors tbat I bave seen
(otber tban Quill whicb is about on a par as
useability goes), and anyone who is serious about
word-processing should consider getting this
program.
Rich Mcllor
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HARD DISK DRIVES
& MOUNTING DETAILS
Falkenberg Hard Disk Kits
80:MB Hard Disk (11FM)
4011B Hard Disk
"
201113 Hard Disk
"

Complete Set, boxed wi
E414
E362
E322

E350
E298
E258

The Hard Disk Kit comes without Box and PSU. If used with a gold card and bus expander the
access time is greatly improved. (On a QL with Gold Card, approx 350,000 Kilobytes/second)
The QL Hard Disk Interface and Hard Disk controller boards can be mounted in various configurations
as required. The following items are normally carried in stock and can be selected as required.

BUS Expander, 2 slots, (eg, for disk interfacejgold card and hard disk controller)
Flexible cable Connector
E 30.00
Horizontal/ Vertical Connector E 22.00
QL lnstalled In a large PC case

QL In lt's originai case

-

OL HOO-cArr:!

l
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_,;===

Gcl~arr:!

T111m_j!( arl.-
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140 mm

.....
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QL lnstalled In a small PC case

qj

Ol·bOarft

GOmmi
T ~========~~

BUF.b'bl.{l:;D HU~ .Expander, 5 slots, (Por expansion. other than Trump/Gold Card)

Horizontalf Vertical Connector E 78.00

-~ ~- TI~: n n

mft
t:~: : =: :g: : =: : :g: : : : : : : : g=: : : =: : g: : : :n~= =: : :JSJ

E 89.00

Flexible cable Connector

~ ~ ~~:·~ ~=~) mro

c:) Into QL
BUS Redirector, l slot, helps to reduce the width of extended QLs
For other prodpct details send S.A.E.

Serial 3 Butto n Mouse ~g~TWoa~ ~45

QL

E 17.00

@

Externally fitted into SER2, comes complete with interface and·software. No
Internai fitting required, 3 button mouse gives 5 more functions than the QIMI.
N.B. W e stili have lots of QL's, l, 2 84 4Mb disk drives, perigherals &
See previous adverts or contact us far .details. Send S.A.E. please.

[Ji\l
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BLACK KNIGHT
I bave enjoyed playing it in the few days I have owned
it. It is nice and simple to operate and can be played
immediately without complex setting up procedures. A
minor irritation was that the BOOT program contained
an EX command (from Toolkit 2) and would not run
either unti! I had replaced it with an EXEC command
or switched on Toolkit 2 with TK2 EXT. Also, if
started in 'TV mode' (mode 8) the display goes wrong
as expected. Apart from those Iittle false starts, it gave

This is a new chess playing program for the QL, written
by Francois Lanciault of Canada. It requires an
expanded memory QL (at Ieast 640k is suggested, but it
works best on a Gold Card or other Iarge memory
machines).
lt features 10 Ievels of play, with average response times

of 5 seconds (lcvel l) to l hour (Ievel 10). As you would
expect from Jochen Merz, it is pointer driven. The
pointer environment is supplied with the program.
A piece is moved by placing the little 'band' pointer
over the piece and pressing space, or the Hit button on a
mouse, and dragging the piece to where you want it to
end up. Only legai moves are acccpted, of course.
Facilities include change side, start a new game, set up a
position, cancel the last move, change sides (useful if
you find yourself losing!), sound on or off and a demo
mode where the computer plays against itself, use the
game as a board display for two players, and save or
load a game at its current position.
The game makes the seemingly odd option of grabbing
as much free memory as it can, rather Iike Quill, which
at first glance seems a Iittle odd for modero software.
However, the manual explains that Black Knight uses a
special chess algorithm that makes use of transposition
tables, which need large amounts of memory for
maximum efficiency. It is possible to curb this memory
grabbing habit by passing a figure for the amount of
memory to be left free as a parameter in the EX
command from Toolkit 2, so it does not prevent you
having other tasks in the machine at the time. The brain
of the program is always running so you are wamed it
may slow down other jobs in the machine. The program
does not need to be Configured.

Fig .! - The nor1110l playing sc:reen.

me no problems on my version JM QL at all. The
program can apparently run on QL compatible
hardware with enhanced display resolutions, which
should be uscful for ST-QL and QVME card users. The
program window can be moved around the display - it
does not use the full screen even on a standard QL in
mode 4.
The display itsclf is not spectacular,
adeguate, consisting of red and grcen
black and white picces, which have some
down one side to reprcscnt the source of
suppose. It has no 3D display Iike the old
works on a mano monitor display too.

The program has a 5000 move opening library and a
chess dock. It also has a scrollable moves display. Ali
options are shown as options on the main display - no
need to hunt through endless menus, for example.
A Iimitation (for speed reasons apparcntly) is that
pawns can only be promoted to a Queen or Knight and
you can't bave more than 3 Queens or 3 Knights on the
board at a time.

I look forward to having QReview pit it against the old
Psion Chess program if that can be arranged, to
compare the standard of play.

I am not an advanced chess player so I would not Iike to
comment on the strength of its game - I would prcfer to
leave that to the Frcddy Vachhas and Nigel Shorts of
this world. I lost ali of my first few games against it,
then used some of the options to 'cheat' and correct my
mistakes and eventually managed to beat it on its
simplest leve! once l'd grown a bit more used to thc
program.

QReview

but perfcctly
squares, with
shading cffect
illumination, I
Psion Chess.It

Dilwyn Joncs
[W e will certainly try and find out which program plays
the strongest game j
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
ALBIN HESSLER SOFTWARE
Im Zeilfeld 25
D-72631 Aichtal
Germany
Tel/Fax: 07127 56280
CUESHELL
PRICE TBA

DIGITAL PRECISION LTD
222 The A venue
Chingford
London
E4 9SE
Tel: 081 5275493
PERFECTION PLUS SPECIAL
EDITION WITH SPELLCHECKER
(512K D !:139.95)
PERFECTION PLUS WITH
SPELLCHECKER
(256K D f99.95)
PERFECTION SPECIAL EDITION
(512K D f99.95)
PERFECTION
(256K D/M f59.95)
QMON MACHlt'IE CODE MONITOR
V2.05
(D/M 09.95)

DILWYN JONES COMPUTING
41 Bro Emrys
Tal-Y-Bont
Bang or
Gwyncdd
LL57 3YT
Tcl/Fax: 0248 354023
DPR020 (VOICE ANALYSER)
ASK FOR DETAILS
QL GENEALOGIST VERSION 3
(512K D f60/ UPGRADE FROM V2 03)
PAGE DESIGNER 3
(D f40/UPGRADE FROM V2 .1.:25)
SCREEN COMPRESSION
D no)
FLIGHTDECK

c

( D/Nf f15) .
IMAGE-D
(D/M .flO)

QReview

SIDEWRITER
(D/M f15)
QUESTION lvfASTER

Tel/Fax: 0376 347852

(D/M flO)

QUBI,DE
FASTNET
Prices TBA

POSTAGE- Software sent post free to UK,
overseas add .fl .OO per program (maximum
f3.00).

PD SOFTWARE

S.J.P.D. SOFTWARE
36 Eldwick Street
Burnley
Lancashire
BB10 3DZ
Tel: 0282 451854

JOCHEN MERZ SOFTWARE
Im stillen Winkel 12
47169 Duisburg
Germany
Tel/Fax: 0203 501274
TYPESET93-ESC/P2
(DM 69,90)
QMAKE
(DM 44,90)
THE ORACLE
(DM 39,90)
BLACKKNIGHT
(DM 119,90)
THE LONELY JOKER V2
(DM 59)
POSTAGE- Europe DM 15 (If total goods
value is up to DM 50 then only DM 9).
Overseas add DM 8 per additional item.

PDSOFTWARE

SOFTWARE87
33 Savernake Road
London
NW32JU
Tel: 071 485 9008 (Mon-Fri 2pm5pm)
PLUS4 WORDPROCESSOR
(D f79)

OCEAN COMPUTER
SERVICES
PO Box 68
North Do
Manchcster
M86NJ
Tcl: 061 740 9002
PROFESSIONAL POOLSTER
(256K D .1.:49)

TFSERVICES
Holly Corner
Priory Road
Asco t
Bcrks
SL5 8RL
Tcl: 0344 890986
Fax/BBS: 0344 890987
MINERVA
(MKI- 05/MKII- .1.:60)
HER.i\1ES
(E25)

QUBBESOFT P /D
38 Brunwin Road
Raync
Braintree
Esse x
CM7 5BU
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POSTAGE- Price only includes postage and
packaging in the UK.
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SIDEWRITER
An A4 sheet of papcr, as commonly uscd in computer
print-outs, can havc two orientations, Portrait or
Landscape. Most of the time we usc thc former, but
occasions somctimes arise, particularly with spread
sheets, when a landscape output is more suitable.
Unless wc possess a "long carriage" modcl, or one of thc
more rccent gencration of printers capable of
accommodating the landscape format from its contro!
panel, then we have to resort to software to achieve the
desired result.

is however that thc program should be pointer driven,
and as such it providcs an excellent introduction to this
environment for anyone who has not used it before.
All the necessary files are present on disc, and much of
the manual is taken up explaining very clearly how the
system works. A non-printing tutorial demonstration is
supplied together with a small example ABACUS
spreadsheet which does print-out.
SIDEWRITER will print from an "ABACUS exp" file
( obtained by exporting the originai spreadsheetto Quill)
or from any "_lis" file which gives only a line-feed at the
end of each line. (The "printer dat" file as supplied is
suitable.)

Some years ago, there appeared on the QL scene a
usefullittle program called "WRITE-TURN". Written
by Simon Goodwin, it multi-tasked and could print up to
192 lines each 250 characters wide.

The program is very easy to use once you have sussed
out what is actually being defined as "width", "column",
"line", or "character". You have to think laterally when
tailoring the variables to your application, and if a very
large spreadsheet is involved, a certain amount of trial
and errar may be rcquired. The old maxim - "When ali
else fails read the instructions!" - is very relevant
however, and if you fail to observe this, a lot of time
and paper could be wasted. The manual tries very hard
to clear up any initial confusion, so unless you are
attempting very "fancy stuff", operation of the program
ought not to present any difficulties.

"SIDEWRITER" appears to take-up where this program
left off as it has an upper width limit of 2048 characters
(memory permitting), is additionally provided with a
selection of reasonably good fonts, and can be
pointer-driven.

LANOSCAPE TEXT ANO SPREAOSHEET PR!NTER

~

I have designed the accompanying "sample print-out" to
give some idea of the program's possibilities and
describe how it has been set up from SIDEWRITER's
menu system.

9/24 PIN PR!NTER

. 4 L!NESPAC!NG (1/72 !NCH UN!TS) =6
' ~ FONT
;flF!_STANOARO_FNT
' § COLUHNS PER INCH (6 ,8, 9 OR 12) ;6
! Z CONOENSEOINORMAL PRINT!NG
;NQRtffiL
l ~ PRINT PASSES (1 ,2 OR 3)
;1

Up to 90 lines can be accommodated comfortably on an
A4 shcet, clarity being aided by judicial usc of the
varied fonts and the program's facility to emphasisc the
layout using cithcr solid or dotted lines. The author
concedes that the fonts are not really lctter quality, but
they are adequatc for the application.

' 2 PAPER Y!DTH <IN !NCHES)

"8
' 8 LI NES TYPE <NONE/ SOL!D/OOTTEOl ;NONE

The program can takc quitc a long timc to print,
especially if more than onc pass is sclccted. As it is
multi-tasking howcvcr, one can always get on with
somcthing else while the printcr is beavering away.

As supplied, SIDEWRITER is configured to allow only
the maximum width which can be exported from
ABACUS (254 characters). The number of lines of
text per inch is variable, and depcnding on the bit-image
graphics mode of the printer, will usually work out at 6,
8 or 12 for a 9-pin (CRTl), and 6, 9 or 12 for a 24-pin
(CRT2).

All-in-all this is a useful addition to the QL's armoury,
and I highly rccommcnd it.
Jim Buik

After making a back-up, the program should be
configured to your system, and the manual clearly
explains how to do this step-by-step. Having done so,
and after booting-up, you are given the options of
Pointer or Keyboard operation.
I found keyboard operation convenient.

QReview
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TOTALS

4 C FOR YOURSELF
features are now not supported.

[ This will be a regular section in the
magazine and contain articles about all
aspects of C. The articles will concentrate
an the excellent C68 public domain C
compiler. ldeas are welcomed far future
articles together with examples of problems
you have encountered, some ideas are given
at the end of the article. lf you have any
ldeas or problems please write to 'C far
yourself' at the address given on the
contents page. To start the section Dave
W alker, the main co-ordinator far C68,
talks about the new release of C68 together
with the future developments planned. ]

For those rare reasons in which you wish to
work in traditional K&R compatible mode,
then a runtime option is available to instruct
C68 to work in such a mode.

Improved Code Reliability
Release 4 of C68 has been put through a
large number of C test suites to validate that
the code generated always produces the
correct results. These test suites detected a
significant number of situations in which
Release 3 produced incorrect results - all of
which are corrected in Release 4.

The next release of the QDOS C68 package
is now available. This release is known as
"C68 for QDOS Release 4".

Improved Error and Warning
Messages

"C68 for QDOS Release 3" first became
available in May 1992. It went through a
few maintenance upgrades until Release
3.05 was made available in November 1992.
There ha ve been no further releases prior to
the new release being announced here, so
Release 3.05 is the version that most users
are currently using.

The internai re-structuring of the compiler
has meant that the level of warning and
error messages has been significantly
increased.

Improved Code Generation
Release 3 of C68 already had a reputation
for producing efficient code. Release 4 has
managed to improve on this making code
both smaller and faster.

This release is a major upgrade, so existing
users are strongly recommended to consider
upgrading to Release 4. The list of new
features given below should be sufficient to
make it worthwhile for any serious user of

c.

Improved Compiler Performance
Changes to the internai workings of the C68
program have resulted in significantly
improved performance - particularly when
compiling_ large programs.

MAlN C68 COMPILER PHASE
The heart of the C68 system is the main
compiler phase - the actual C68 program
itself. This has undergone a major revision
for Release 4.

68030 and 68040 compatibility
Release 4 of C68 is compatible with 68030
and 68040 based systems. In particular, C68
is now fully compatible with the new
Miracle QXL card. While many programs
compiled with Release 3.05 will already run
correctly on the QXL, this was not true of
all programs - in particular the C68
compilation system itself. Release 4 of C68
resolves such problems and is fully QXL
compatible.

Changes include:

Improved ANSI compatibility
Release 3 of C68 added a large measure of
ANSI compatibility. With Release 4 this
has been taken even further so that there is
virtually complete compatibility with the
ANSI C standard.
Only very obscure
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New Run-time options

allows for code that is to be loaded via
LRESPR. Examples might be new device
drivers, or SuperBASIC extensions.

Many new runtime options have been
provided providing control over facilities
such as:

* Selection for optimisation v

BUGFIXES

compilation speed.
Release 3 of C68 was remarkably free of
bugs considering the size of the package.
Inevitably, however, there were some. All
reported bugs have been fixed for Release
4.

* Which 680x0 registers c68 will use.
* The ability to treat 'char' as unsigned

FUTUREDEVELOPMENTSOF
THE C68 SYSTEM

THE C68 LIBRARIES
One of the strengths of the C68 system is the
high quality of the libraries that are
supplied. These have been improved even
further:

It is not intended that C68 Release 4 should
be the end of the C68 development
program. There are already a large number
of new facilities that are either already in
test or in the late stages of development.
The following facilities were not ready in
time for inclusion in "C68 for QDOS
Release 4". They will therefore be made
available as upgrade disks at a later date.

Improved ANSI compatibility
The standard C library now contains ali the
routines required by ANSI C.

Improved Code Generation

New Routines

It is intended that future releases of C68 will
be able to generate even more efficient
code. We already have under test significant
new enhancements to the code generation
capability of C68.

A large number of new routines have been
added to the QDOS specific part of the
libraries. These cover a wide variety of
areas ranging from handling of QDOS
strings to extended access to QDOS
operating system calls.

New ENV Driver
SMS Compatibility
The support of Environment Variables is
being significantly enhanced by the
development of the ENV device driver.
The ENV device driver allows Environment
Variables to be used from any programming
language that provides facilities for reading
and writing t o files.

All the QDOS operating system calls can
now be accessed using either the traditional
QDOS name for the call, or alternatively
the newer SMS based names for the same
calls.
Some new calls only available on SMS
systems are also now available.

A side effect of using the ENV device driver
is that the code required internally within
each C program to support Environment
Variables has been decreased so that the
runtime size of all C programs is reduced.

Resident Code support
Support for LRESPR'ed C code is now
supplied.
Release 3 only provided as
standard
the
capability
of
writing
EXEC'able programs in C.
Release 4
provides an alternative start-up module that

QReview
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function correctly in conjunction
programs using the new ENV driver.

with

good emulation of the signal handling
facility on QDOS. This will therefore be
added to a future C68 release. This should
make it possible to port to QDOS programs
from Unix that up to now have been
difficult because of their reliance on proper
support for signa! handling.

Runtime Link Libraries
One of the problems with writing C
programs is that the minimum size of a C
program is surprisingly large. This is be
The Runtime Link Library (RLL) concept
allows for commonly used routines to be
loaded once and then shared amongst all the
C programs that wish to use these facilities.

THOUGHTSFORFUTURE
ARTI CLES
The following are ideas that bave been
received for future articles:

The method selected for implementing
RLL's is not tied to the C language, so it is
envisaged that the RLL concept will
gradually be widely adopted.

How to interpret the documentation
that describes the C68 libraries,
Dynarnic arrays in C

Support for Hardware Floating
Point

Explaining the l/O levels within C68
How to use MAKE

The floating point support routines that are
used internally by C68 are being upgraded
to detect the presence of hardware floating
point support. If present it will be used
resulting
in
dramatically
improved
performance for programs that use floating
point. If there is no floating point hardware
present, then the previous method of using
software only routines will automatically be
used.

Any other ideas would be welcomed. Also,
examples of problems that you bave
encountered yourself - there is a good
chance that others have also encountered
them!
Dave Walker

The second stage of this development will
be to upgrade the maths library routines to
use hardware floating point directly.

[C68 is available from Qubbesoft PD, SJPD,
and Quanta]

A t first sight this development may not seem
relevant to QDOS users as current systems
do not have floating point hardware.
However, such systems are now starting to
appear.
Signal Handling
Many programs that originate on the Unix
operating system take advantage of a facility
called "signal handling" (if you do not know
what this is, do not worry - you probably do
not want to know!). This facility has no
direct equivalent under QDOS, so current
releases of c68 have not provided a
complete emulation of the Unix signal
handling facility.
We have now worked out how we cando a
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ANELPUM QUAT
of bed like some crazed Zebedee I made the
keyboard in seconds flat and typed in the
magie combination. BOINGGGG!!! There it
was! The missing lirik! No holding me back
now! I charged into action with great gusto,
quickly finding my way into hitherto virgin
territory and discovering weird and wonderful
uses for the burdensome clutter l'd been
lugging around all those lonely nights.

No doubt Sherlock Holmes aficionados will be
leaping from their seats shrieking outrage at
the numerica! error in my title. However, the
allusion is not to the strength of the great
1
detective's cocaine mixture butto the amount
of computer failure I have yet to repair before
I discover the solution to Anelpum Quat.
This excellent adventure was first reviewed by
Rich Mellor in the February 1991 edition of
QL World. He claimed to bave reduced the
level of computer failure to 82 percent. By the
time the same reviewer covered the game in
QL Leisure Review #l h e h ad improved this
figure to 23 percent. To be honest the Helpline
in that issue was as useful to me as a chocolate
teapot since my progress through Nick Ward's
electronic labyrinth was then so limited that I
could neither locate the items mentioned in
· the hints nor make use of most of those I had
found myself.

In the bedroom I found I could use Abacus to
get the information I needed to sell in arder to
raise the funds I required to bribe the
uniformed official in the entrance hall to ... but
l'm running ahead of myself. Let me start at
the beginning.
I find it hard to imagine anyone could stili be
stuck at the game's first location but if you
can't get through try directory enquiries. Once
inside you'll find the cat is partial to ketchup,
custard and cryptic crosswords but unless you
want to be arrested hold the mayonnaise. This
information should suffice to help you
discover secret passageways in the east and
west walls of the compiler and open up the
game considerably.

I persevered of course, spending long
nocturnal hours a t the QL (or should that be
inside the QL ?) and my efforts would
occasionally be rewarded with a wild warbling
beep to indicate I had scored some points. In
this way I accomplished a reduction in
computer failure to 60 percent. At that point
and for many months thereafter Anelpum
Quat stubbornly refused to yield me any more
of its secrets.

Taking the east wing first, your main objective
should be to get inside the operating system so
why no t give the wizard a call? But beware the
deadly insect that lurks in the job contro! area
and make sure you take a weapon. A polyglot
fish will supply the necessary firearm just as
soon as he translates the material given you by
those prisoners you helped escape. It will also
be to your advantage to wander through the
SuperBASIC area in search of something for
the scheduler, who will otherwise be unable to
proceed. You'll ne ed the bagpipes an d the
chauffeur later so take them with you and
head back to the compiler.

And so my frustration continued. No further
hints in QL Leisure Review #2 and nothing in
· QReview #1 except for Mike Tuppeney's
parenthetical plea in his Adventure Playtime
review. In fact it was the heart-rending pathos
of Mr Tuppeney's wan and woeful cry for help
that moved me to crank up the wordprocessor
and write.
It carne to me in a dream ...

And then? Go west young (wo)man! Of course
you'll require some money to grease the palm
of the ... but I told you how to do that three
paragraphs ago. Once revealed the hidden exit

... that is I woke up one recent morning with a
specific location in my brain, two words on my
lips and a gut feeling in m~ guts. Springing out
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f Possibly if you don't proceed in a southerly
direction l

will give you access to five new locations
(don' t interrupt the owl just yet!) but further
progress can only be made by public transport
and it's up to you to provide the staff! The
occupant of the strange room is gasping for a
smoke and will assist you numerically if you
oblige. N ow you can contact the bulletin board
via the modem and deliver a suitable
polysyllable to the eloquent gentleman nearby
who has the coarse file required by the
tradesman fixing the filing system.

CHRIS BERRY

l

a seven
uninitiated).

percent

(for

solution

the

2

I have mixed feelings about the parser. It's a
bit like one of those infuriating people who
never listen to what you say and invariably
interrupt you halfway through a sentence. On
the other hand it does enable you to compile a
complete and definitive vocabulary of the
game if you are sufficiently patient and
methodical. Having done so myself I can
report that the only acceptable words whose
functions I have yet to discover are:

That's all l'm giving away for now. There are
many other tasks to complete and puzzles to
solve but I have concentrated on those which
open up new areas of the game for exploration
rather than those which simply score points.
And now for my own needs. As I said at the
beginning I have yet to find a full and final
solution to the problem of Anelpum Quat.
And so I conclude my offering with an appeal
for any information which might help me,
especially in the following areas:

PRESS

MEGABYTE

HIT

EAT EXIT
SWEAR

WHERE CANI FIND A MEGABYTE?
QL Leisure Review #l gave this hint:
The pigeon is hungry, he could do with a byte
or 1000.

····::···::::· : ::::::: · :: : :::·:·:·: :: :·: :: :·:·:·::: ::::
. . ::: .::: :: :: ::: : · :::: : . : .. :.:::::::: . . ::·:·:.: .. ·

éaE 'The dateis
io •·• be • • J:ieìcf•• at • tl1e••· urii~ersity • (')f"J3ielefeld,

Nortb.;East Geriruni · . ·• For moreinfòririation
writet<:>: ·········· · · · . Y -··· ·· ···· ··········

' " ' . . . ...... . ... .. . ......... .. .....
. .. ......... . . ...........
. .......
....
'

..

... : :::=:
:::·::::::::::::::.::::
...::::::::=:::::::::
... ·
...
..........................
'

'..

..

·.·

·:·

··-···.. ·· · · ··- .·· ·

MEDIUM'S

..

.·:·:.·::=::: ;::::.:::::::·
... .. ..
.

$indair QLIJser Club e. V.
•. ··· c/o Franz Herrmann
•• •.•. Tàlstrasse 21
.... . D~53545 Ockenfels
(3-erii1a11)' . .
.

{ A megabyte needs a lot of space propping up
the bar at the end of the queue. ]

L

.... .
.
.
..
::: ::::· : :::.:
.. · : .. : ... ::·:: : .. . :.:::::::
:: . : .................
:: : ....
...
.. ..... . :.:::
........ .: : : ..: : .........
...
•·•· .... .. .... .. .................. ... ..
.........
. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.
.. .
'

W.A.~"I"ED

:::::.::::::: :::·:: :: :::::.
.·:::.::::·:::::::::::::::
. . .. .. ...... .. ..... ............ ........ ... ..
.................................................
.............. ...... . .. .... .. .... . ...... .. .... • ·

[ lnjecting some humour into the medium may
give enough interference l

REVIEWER.S
:::
·:::::::::::::::.·:.
.. :::: ::::::::
:: ..............
. . .. .............
. . . . . . .........
....... .

·.
. .•·. .

'

.. . . . . . . . . . ........ . . . . .

.

.

.

W()ulct••roulike ·• tc}.try •your · h~ùic1 at . Wl'iting a
revi~wfor QRe:View? ILsò write td the editor
•..p··· es of progràms that . interest
thety
detailirig
:.:.: .....
·
···· ····· · · ·· · · ·
·· ·· :::::
y()uV
:::: .... ::: . :.: ... .

WILL I BE STUCK AT THE BACK OF THE
QUEUE FOREVER?

QReview
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• J~aWr%1rir.~~~.
INin~à~~~Yo3f~[%~Wg•
saturda ffebrua 19tf. I t is

There is a BYTE in the rom (which you can
poke) and a thousand (1024!) bytes would be a
2
KILOBYTE but the parser prevents entry of
that word. However, it does recognise
MEGABYTE.

HOW CANI RID MYSELF OF THE
CURSE?

··.:· ·
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DILWYN JONES COMPUTING
41 BRO EMRYS, TAL-Y-BONT, BANGOR,
GWYNEDD, LL57 3YT, GREAT BRITAIN
F"AX+TELEPH ONE: (0248) 354023

QLSOFfWARE
BANTER
A SELECTION FROM OUR RANGE OF NEARLY 100 PRODUCTS FOR THE QL
NOT ENOUGH ROOM TO GIVE MUCH INFORMATION HBRE HERE, SO PLEASE
ASK: FOR OUR CATALOGUE (PHONE OR WRITE FORA COPY).

1---------------------.--------------------1
SERMOUSE

DATA DESIGN 3
f60.00
Superb. fwt pointer driven database with free form

pointer driven progroms such as QPA C2, Line
Design, etc. N.B. ADD E2.50 POSTA GEl

ftld srruaures. with the option of dille based for
large files i/ required, or smaller files can be /c ept in
memory for spad. E::cpanded memory, dù/c only.

SIDEWRITER

API for Data Design
f20.00
Adds programmability iD BASIC, C or m /code.

!40.00
A compiere mouse system far the QL, to worlc with

flS.OO

For printi11g wilie spreadsileas or plain tt!Xl file
sideways usi11g a choice of charocrer sius on a 9 pin
or 24 pin Epson comparible dot matrix prinur.
Sidewriter can be poi11ter driven, or used without
pointer enl'ironmenr 011 une::cpanded QL. On dù/c or
microdrive.

f40.SO

Simplified poilller enl'ironment programming. Pon l
consùts of sprite editor, menu editor and superbasic
t!Xlensions ro uu menus in your own programs.
Requires e::cpanded memory. ami/Qble on dù/c only.

EASYPTR 111 pan 2

f20.00

Co11sim of appendix manager and enhanced toolkit
for contro/ of menus etc in your programs.
EASYPTR 111 put 3
f20.00
Consùts of Easysource and C librory rourines, etc.

Q LIBERA TOR

f50.00

Superb superbasic compiler, compiles virrually al/ of
basic plus most roo/kit commands, etc. Produce
fastu mulrirasking code from your basic progroms.
Compile resident arensions, use overlays, etc with
the larest V3.36. Can be mouse contro/led. E::cpanded
memory required.

BUDGET QLIBERATOR

f2S.OO

f39.9S

Tony Tebby's superb pointer environment poc/cage.
Mouse or lceyboard contro/led. a good introduaion
to poinur enl'iro11me11t. 256/c rom mi11. Dù/c only.

QPACl

QL GBNEALOGIST 3f60.00
Brond new pointer driven >W!ion of rhe popu/ar
Genea/ogùt progrom. Aslc far informarion l Cali be
contro/led from rhe lceyboard or using a Q/MI or
Serial Mouse. 'Pie/c' bo::ces, new 'cownty' fie/d,
improved dares. new 'birrh brief reporr, improved
loading and sal'ing rime:. improved searching and
notes. Requires ar least 512/c memory. diJk only.
Upgrade from version 2'i:33.00
Upgradefrom veniali l.'i:45.(}()
Upgrade from l 28/c venion:
.!50.00

EASYPTR 111 part l

QPAC2

f19.9S

Ideai companion to QPAC2. co11sùts of small
acassory progroms. Cali be used with or without
QPA C2. E::cpanded memory required, dù/c 011/y.

QTYP2

f29.9S

Tony Tebby's spellillg chec/cer progrom. Check
spelling as you type OR checlc uisting files
restrospeaively.

DI SA

f29.00

lnteraaive
pointer
driven
mQchine
dùa3sembler. 256k ram min. Disk only.

MEGATOOLK:IT
EPROM VERSION

code

f2S.OO
!40.00

L.arxe toollcit with over 200 BASIC wensions. M any
e::camples supplied, arensive manual.

FLIGHTDECK

fiS.OO

QL j/ight simulolor. Wor/cs on une::cpanded QL.

DISCOVER

f20.00

The painless way to move files from QL ro PC and
vice versa. As simple as copyi11g fi/es bawun rwo
dùks. 256k ram mi11.. disk only.

MULTI DISCOVER

f30.00

A/so contains CPM. Unix CP/0, BBC micro.
Specrrum and SAM Coupe file rransfer capabiliry.
256k min. rom , disk only.

TEXTIDY

!1.5.00

E::ccellent value, compi/es l'inually al/ of superbasic
Nor mouse contro/led. Works on une::cpanded QL .

Assùts Discover with conversion of tar files by
stripping our contro/ codes. etc. 256k ram min.

DJTOOLKIT

CONVERT-PCX

fiO.OO

Compoa roo/kit of BASIC oaensions. idea/ for use
with QLiberotor. Really useful progrommi11g
commands. can be dùtribured wirh your compi/ed
programs if you wùh. At thù price, a bargain!
Suirab/e far une::cpanded Q L.

LINEDESIGN

fiOO.OO

Vecror drowing pockage, uses ourline jo11ts and
cliparr. move and resiu tt!Xl and grophicr wirhout
loss of qwaliry. Ideai for malcing posten, etc.
Supplied wirh huge ronge of fonts and cliparr on
TEN dislcs! The more memory your sysrem has, the
betrer! Dislc only, con be mouse contro/led.

f!O.OO

Used with Discovt!T, allows tronsfer of bit mapped
PC cliparr graphics in PCX foT111at (a common PC
file foT171at) to QL scruns or Page Designer pages.
Creare more cliparr easily for rhe QL! 256k rom.
dù/c only.

QL-PC FILESERVER

f24.SO

Link a PC and Q QL via a serial porr cable and use
this software ro enable rhe rwo ro communicare- rhe
QL con save irs fiks 011 a PC's dls/c systems and
print ro the PC's serial porr using noT171al basic
commands li/ce COPY. Worlcs on une::cpanded QL.

f2S.OO

Simple to use ban!IC' malcu which uses outline font:
far good qualiry /arge tt!Xl. Printssideways oaoss up
to 4sheas ofpaper. Simpk to use.on stnen preview.
etc. Suiu most Epson compatible printen.

IMAGE PROCESSOR 2

flS.OO

Easy to use gropllics sy:rtem. fearuring usual
graphicr facilities, pi::cel wom editing, image
e11hancement, mode convenio11 etc. 512/c, dls/c only.

SCREEN COMPRESSION

fiO.OO

Reduce the amoullt of stomge required by graphics
011 dù/c or microdrivt!. 256/c, dislc only.

SCREEN DAZZLER

f!S.OO

Unii/ce the usual screen sawn. which simply rum off
rhe dùp/ay wilen rhe lceyboard i.r 1101 used for Q
whik, rhis one can aailiClle Yarious grophical
dùplays, more li/ce the screen saven 011 other
compuren. Now wirh arra dùlc of dùp/ay routi11al
Poimu enl'ironment comparible.

SCANNED CLIPART l

!10.00

A 3 dù/c set full of compressed scanned piaures
(decompreuion program supplied of course) which
con be used in mosr QL programs (DTP, graphics,
etc). Assorred colkaio11, colllaining many pictures
you may 1101 find in orilu colleaions. A bargain ar
rhis price. 128/c, dls/c only.

PRINTERMASTER

f20.00

Seka prinur contro/ codes quiclcly and simply from
Q menu ro set fonts, page le11gths, etc before printing
from progromslilce Qui/l, etc. 128/c, dùlclmdv

SQUIDQY ROUND THE WORLDfi2.SO
An arcade game, idealfor rhe young ar heon/ 128/c

.5-GAMES PACK

!12..50

5 'rhin/cing' games in one bargain poc/c. 128/c

OPEN GOLF

fi2.SO

Golf playing simulation, wtrh choice of 50 counes
each of 18 holes. 384/c memory required, besr uud
with a colour monitor. Dis/c only.

GREYWOLF

!12.50

Submorine warjare rimulation. where you are rhe
commander of a submorine in the Atlantic, an
e::cercice in strotegy for enrerrainmenr purposes. 384/c
RAM, 85 column monitor required. Di.rk only.

SUPPLIES
FLOPPY DISKS
DSHD DISKS
MICRODRJVES
DISKLABELS
On printer roU

ADDRESS LABELS
MDVLABELS
MOUSEMATS
Disk box divide~
in nock once more!

!0.40
!:0.70

!2.50
!2.00
f2..50
!2.00
!2.00
!2.50
!3.00

TERMS: Dùcounts - buy 2 programs, claim 5% off each. buy 3 or more, claim 10% off each program. Offer applies to software only. POSTA GE - Software ù Wlt
post fru to UK addresses. Oveneas pkase add
per progrom for posrage (maximum L3.00). Floppy dùlcs and serial mouse - add postage of E2.5a Lobels lm011se
mars - add posrage of .C0.50 peritem i/ 011/y buying these. PA YMENT- in UK currency (pounds sterling) 011/y please. Payment by dleque, Ewrocheque. POstal Orrier,
rosh (se11d by regùtered post), or by credit card (Vùal Aet%SSI Mastercardl Eurocard l Colinea). In case of difficulry co11raa us fin t to arrange a payme11t method i/
none of these is possible for you. Please malce ch~ues. etc poyable to DILWYN JONES COMPUTING (not to any other nome or abbrel'iario11 pkase. our ban/c
prefen it thar wayl). If rotai arder value ù kss t han I5.(}(), add E/.00 to total or we'llmalce a loss due ro high ban/c charres.

n.oo

DILWYN JONES COMPUTING
41 BRO EMRYS, TAL-Y-BONT, BANGOR,
GWYNEDD, LL57 3YT, GREAT BRITAIN
FA)(-+TELEPHONE: (0248) 354023

QLSOFIWARE
3D TEIUlAIN
Thre~D

A SELECTION FROM OUR RANGE OF NEARLY lOOPRODUCTS FOR THE QL
NOT ENOUGH ROOM TO GIVE MUCH INFORMATION BERE BERE, SO PLEASE
ASK FOR OUR CATALOGUE (PHONE OR WRITE FORA COPY).

!12.50

graplùad represemarion of Abacus data.

RBTURN TO EDENL17.50
Role playi11g advenrure game 011 3 di.Jks.

MAGAZINES
QUICK MANDELBROT lii

fl.S.OO

Froc1ol grap/ùa, mandelbrot set, JuUa >et, screen
dump faci/ity, we mode 4 or motk 8 ro generate
screens, background Cllicvlotion oprion, save and
1oad screens. Works 011 1281:. QL, di.Jk or microdrive.

SToQL

!12.50

Arari ST screen rrruufer program for use with
Di.Jcover. Converu NeocJtrome or Degtu (ali three
resolurio111 in pil.pi2 or pi3 formar). 256/c JUM,
dbk only.

QUIZ MASTER Il
!12.50
Similar ro quiz game maclùnn found in pubs and
clwbs, colourfu/, 2 :sets of quntio111 supp/ied, you can
make up your own for use wilh thi.J program. 1281:
JUM, dbk or microdrive.

SCREEN SNATCHER

!10.00

Grab scru11 di.!p/ays shown by orher progrwru.

TEXT 'N' GR.APHJXf20.00
Combi11e screen dump« wit!t Qui/l rat.

TRANS24

f!O.OO

Groplùa co11verrer for 24 pi11 pri11ren.

SIDEWINDER PLUS

!24.95

Screen dumps, ballnen, etc for dot marri.l: prillten.

BIBLE TEXT DISKS

!20.00

Tar of Ir:t11g James Bible, plailr tar or QuiU _doc

SPELLBOUND

l3D.OO

Spelling checker, 1101 for poi11ter enwro11me11t.

SPELLBOUND SE

!50.00

We IIOW ltave i11 :rtock a limited 11umber of baci:
i.Jsues of t/te QL magazinu fof711erly published by
CGH Su>lcu 011d we can abo offer indiwduaJ
copia of r!te new QL magazine 'QREV/EW'.
Swbsaiprio11 deroib supplied with orden for aJIY
back is.Jues. lndiwduaJ copies of QReview (publi.rhed
by t/te editor of t !te other magazines desaibed be/ow,
QRI!'léew to be lau11clr.ed end of June) ovai/ab/e for
12.{)() eaclr. (UK.), 12.50 (Europe). or I3.50 (USA
and reR ofworld).
We can abo offtr attrru:rive deals on complete sers
of bact is.Juu of a IIIOIIOZÌIIe.

E11hanced venion, 1101 far poilllu e1111ironme11t.

QUJCit POSTERS

flO.OO

PaRer maker for Star pri11ten.
ADDRESS BOOIC & LABEL

PRINTER
115.00

QL TECHNICAL REVIEW
A 11011-games rewew 1fl011azille, 9 is.Jues ovai/ab/e ar
f2.{)() eaclt (UK.), 12.50 (Europe), I3.50 (USA 011d
reR of world).

Store addrenes alld pri11t address labeb in Arclùve.
Famlly trees alld family lùnory.

COMPLETE SET n2.{)() (UX), Il6.{)() (E11rvpe),
124.{)() (USA etc).

BUDGET 128K GENEALOOJST 112.00
Cut dow11 venio11 for unapcuuled QL.
FLASHBACK
f25.00

QLADVENTURER~FORUM

GBNEALOGIST 2ND EDITION l3D.OO

OTHERSOFTWARE
QLOAD ud QREF
fl.S.OO
Ftm 1oad and reftrerwe urility for basic programs.
S EDIT
!20.00
E7u, to use editor for plain rar files.
BASIC REPORTER
f!O.OO
Btuic programming aid.

OPD INTERCHANGE

!15.00

QL-ICL OPD file trwufer sojrwan.

LOCKSMITHE

!14.95

Backup uriliry for canridges.

4MATTER

!14.95

Backup aJid rransfer utility far disks.

LOCKSMITHE & 4MATTER
TOGETHER

Ftm. simple ro use databa:Je.

FLASHBACKSE
Ellhana:d veniOII.

DISX:INDEXBR

QLLEISURE REVlEW

DBEASY

Games ba:sed magazinn, 2 i.Jsuu publis!ttd ovai/ab/e
at Il.{)() each (UK), 12.50 (Europe), I3.50 (USA
etc)

DBPROGS
NETWORitPROVER

!12.00

FILEMASTER

!12.00

File backup and di.Jk labeller program.

THE COPHER

fl2.00

THE FUGITIVE

f l O.OO

!22.50

E11hanced venion of Vision Mixtr.

PICTUREMASTERfl5.00
Scretll design program, ideai with Vi.Jio11 Mixtr.

PJCTUREMASTER PLUS

!20.00

Enhanced venion.

THEPAINTER

!25.00

Poi/Iter d riveli graphia program.

THE CLIPART

f12.00

W'ule range of QL c/iparr 011 3 disks.

QRACTAL

!20.00

Poi/Iter driven froc1al graplùa sojrwan.

PD2 CUPART
2 disks of QL clipan.

!12.00

Cricket scores ere. m ade easy with this program.
Que:riom and answen. use for re>lsion 011d :rrudy.

QM QUIZ l

!5.00

Ge11erol knowledge.

QM QUIZ2

f!O.OO

PLEASE NOTE: SMALL ORDERS.

110.00

UOO

ClassicaJ m usic.

FLEET TACTICAL COMMAND Ilf39.95

Screen di.Jplay software.

VISION MIXER PLUS

f9.9S

f25.00

M alce bannenlposren on dor marri.l:pri11ten.

VISION MIXER l

COMPLETE
SET
OF
BOTH
GAMES
MAGAZ/NES (11 ISSUES) IJ4.()() (UK), 120.{)()
(Europe), I30.{)() (USA etc).

T az adwmP~re.

!5.00
Quellioru about the QL alld QL scene!
COCKTAILS WAlTER
!10.00

Hard disk backup urìliry.

BANTER

115.00

f25.00

Search for rar in files on di.Jks or hard di.Jics.

WINBACK 2

f4.00

The classic soliraire card game.

QUESTION MASTER

Simple ro use file backup, etc uri/iry.

!15.00

Plugs ro networlc sockers, W.ual indicatioii.L

CRJCK.ET SECRETARY

FILES 2

flS.OO

More Arclùve uriliries.

MDV TOOLCHEST
M alce your own microdrive toolkiJs !

112.00

Arclùve utiliries.

Nore: To use 4Maner, you need LocksmiJhe,
but 4Moner available uparauly for usen
wlw already have LocbmiJhe.

!14.95

Gamu btued magazines, 9 is.Juu in toraJ ovai/ab/e
ar I1.75 eaclt (UK). 12.25 (E urope), I3.25 (USA
etc).

Creare a databa:Je oftlr.e co11te11U ofyour dbksl

SOUTAIRE
f23.SO

f4D.OO

QM QUIZ 3

IF TOTAL COST OF ORDER IS LESS THAN
!5.00, ADD fi.OO TOWARDS COST OF
SMALL ORDERS (BANK CHARGES ETC)
OR WE WILL MAK.E A LOSS ON SUCH
ORDERS!

...................................•..

Drinks redpes, grear for panies ere.
Classic navaJ simulatio11 for nerworted Qw

QTOP
Poinrer uriliries ere.

HOME BUDGET
f2Q.OO
U K. home financt alld tax programs.
SCREEN ECONOMISER
!10.00
Scrren blturker.

SLOWGOLD

!5.00

S/ow dow11 Gold Card (far old games ere)

T ASitMASTER

!25.00

T tut :rwiJcher urility.

DISK LABELLER

LIQ.OO

Creore smart labeb far your floppy duk:s.

THE CAT

PAGE DESIGNER 3

!29.95

15.00

This moR delayed of oli QL software of an rime (l
think!) i.J finally about to lùr rhe :rrreers. We were
lwpi11g to launc!t at t!te Brino/ Quanta Works!top.
Englturd, 17th Oc!ober 1993. PD3 i.J pointer driwm.
can be contro/led by mouse or keyboard, uses Pro
Publi.rher comparible Hires fonu, fearures tar
import, full QL scnen handling, grapltia menu, cut
alld poste. 9 pi11, 24 pin and H P Dutjer printen
and so on. Can be used for making polten and
other generol mixed tar alld graphia applicatioru.
/t ha:s been a long hard s/og gming this program out,
Ihope you wi/1 feel il wtu worrh the delay!

Multi colum11 /isu offiles, 011 screen or pri11ter.

ROB ROY PACK
InkweU font pri11ter, plus Cue WelL

110.00

Page Desig11er 3.................. - .................................I 4fJ.{)()
PD2 upgrade...........- -..................................I25.{)()

QSHANG & FIREBIRDS
QSHANG- This game is based on Gin Rummy, but
uses the pieces from a Mah Jong set rather than
cards. The aim is to remove all the pieces from the
screen by matching pieces of the same type.
However, only those pieccs that have a vertical side
exposed can be removed. This is all done against the
dock.

to play if a mouse is connccted. For me this game
provides a good mental challenge and is a worthy
riva! to chess.
FIREBIRDS - I must admit that I have an intcrest
in this game. No, I did not write it. When I was
younger (My God, I must be getting old to write
that), they had this game at my fathers work-club.
My brother and I discovered that if you knocked the
plug, you gained extra lives. Thus we played this
game a lot and became quite good at it.

The pieces consist of three main sets plus three
smaller groups. The largcr sets come in four groups
of 9. These are called wheels, characters or numbers,
and sticks. Therefore, you must remove two pairs of
the larger sets, e.g. two pairs of l of wheels. There
are also four pieces representing three dragons
(marked Green, Red, and White). There are also four
flowers and four seasons that pair with any of other
piece from the same group, i.e. any flower goes with
any other flower.

This version faithfully follows the originai. 1t is
basically Glaxians, but the aliens swoop and dive
before you rather than remaining in nice rows. There
are severa! typcs of aliens, requiring grcater numbers
of hits to destroy. The aliens are rather suicidai and
will try to Kamikaze into you. Worse, their bombs do
not just fall vertically, but also diagonally, often in
your direction. Every so often, a bomb will be
dropped. When it explodes, unavoidable debris spray
in your direction. The only dcfence is to sit below the
bomb and shoot it. However, you have one defence,
a shield and booster. Pressing the up-arrow key
allows you to fly into the aliens and missiles with
immunity. Unfortunately, the shield is only available
once per life.

The players task is thus quite complicated. They must
choose whether to concentrate on removing pieces
from the top-down, or the sides-inwards. The bright
green background, and the limits of the QL display
can make it difficult to tell if a picce is rcmovable.
There are a couple of options to help the player. The
first is an 'easy' option. I am told that this creates a
solvable puzzle (PAH!!). I have not noticcd any
differencc between the 'easy' and 'hard' options.
There is also a 'help' and 'back' options. The former
will . suggcst one half of a pair that can be removcd,
while thc latter allows you to return the last removed
pieces. Both options invalidate any time that you
achieve.

This game is fast, and that's just on a JS machine!
Often I just want to stop playing and sit back and
admire the sprites and animation. The graphics are
excellent, and a good attempt has been made to
utilise sound. It is Minerva compatible despite it's
age.

The graphics handler has 2 features. The first is that
it can become slightly confused when removing a
piece from thc vcry top of the pile, lcaving a 'shadow'
of the piece. This is only annoying and has no cffect
on the game. The second problcm is that whcn a
piece is sclected, onc can not de-sclect it. One must
go to the nearest piece and select that one. This can
be annoying if three pieces are exposcd and the order
that they are removed in is crucial. lt is easy to
accidentally rcmove a wrong piece. The graphics
them_§clves are èxcellent, the title screen is worth the
price of the game alone. The programmer has made a
brave attempt to cram as much detail into the pieces
as is humanly possible. There is also a small highscore table and a two player option. This ali needs
the pointer environment to run, and the relevant files
are includcd on the boot disk.

There are, howcvcr, a couplc of niggles. First is that
there is no high-score table ... I want my name up
there in lights!! More importantly is that this game
does not sit well with the Pointer Environment. The
programme writes directly to the screen to maximise
specd. I wrotc to Jochen Merz ovcr whethcr it could
open a dummy channel and test that cvery sccond
bcfore writing to the screen. I was rather surprised
when he wrotc back saying that it would slow the
game to much. With thc Gold Card, this game is vcry
difficult. On the ST board or QXL it must be nigh
impossiblc. On thesc fastcr machines, such a spcedlimiter is actually nceded. The game is that fast!! If
you like weird displays, start this game under the PE
and activate another job. Enjoy the result!!
Buy this game for an excellent shoot-em-up.

Hints? Well, I always try to balance taking from the
pile with working my way in from the sides.
Strangely enough, my best scorcs have been achieved
after a visit down the pub! The game is much casier
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~ INTERRUPT
DJToolkit is a small SuperBASIC toolkit which supplies the programmer, who may wish to
distribute his compiled programs, with a number of routines that are to be found in other
toolkits like Toolkit 2, Turbo Toolkit etc. There are 14 procedures and 30 functions in 3750
bytes of code and the maths stack comes in for some heavy usage in that small number of
bytes.
While testing DJToolkit, I had a number of problems and most of them related to the handling
of the maths stack. I had followed all the advice given in various magazine articles, books and
manuals but still the problems were there. The easy ones to fix were the typing errors, putting
an errar code in D l instead of DO is not very useful! This artide is based on my findings on how
the maths stack actually behaves.
My main weapon against the 'funnies' was QMON 2, written by Tony Tebby and available
from Digitai Precision for a modest fee and very well worth it in my opinion.
PROCEDURES are the best extensions to write, the stack handling is easy and can be summed
up in a few words- forget about it!
At the start of the procedure code, fetch any required parameters, do what must be done with
them in the code and just before returning to SuperBASIC all you have to do is set DO.L to an
errar code (or zero if no errors occurred) and RTS back to SuperBASIC. All the stack tidying
and/ or errar handling will be taken care of for you by QDOS. The maths stack pointer, Al.L,
can have any value and all will be well. If only functions were as easy !
The maths stack is very criticai when you write a function. There is none of the handy 'QDOS
will do all the work' in functions, you have to keep everything in order or major problems will
befall your testing- multiple crashes for one thing.
In the following text, when I use the term 'on entry to a function' I mean exactly that, the
program counter is pointing at the very first instruction of your code and has not yet done
anything. No parameters have been fetched and no maths stack space has been requested. Bear
this in mind as what follows changes as soon as you do any of the above.
One of the first problems I had with the maths stack was the fact that I was always led to
believe that on entry to a function, Al.L points to a suitable value for the top of the maths
stack (relative t o A6 that is ). This is no t the case.
On entry to a function, the only thing you can be sure of regarding the top of the maths stack,
is that the value is held in BV_RIP(A6) and Al should be disregarded as a stack pointer until
late r.
On entry to a function, Al.L points to nothing! Al can be negative, zero or positive, each has
a special meaning and will be discussed below, however, I should explain that the information
given here is a 'best guess' and is based of what I have found while testing and debugging
DJToolkit using QMON 2, it also seems to work.
If Al.L holds a negative value at the start of your function, this means that your function has
been called as part of an expression such as :

PRINT 10

* MY_FUNCT(parameter_l,

parameter_2, ...• )

In this case, before MY_FUNCT was called, the floating point value for 10 was put on the
maths stack, and Al.L will hold the value minus 6. This means that 6 bytes have already been
used on the maths stack. Note that Al is NOT pointing at the maths stack yet, that comes later.
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If the value in Al.L is zero then your function is being called on its own, or as the first value in

an expression. For example :

PRINT HY_FUNCT(parameter) or
PRINT HY_FUNCT(parameter) + 22

Once again, Al does NOT point anywhere near the top of the maths st"ack yet.
Finaliy, it seems that if the value in Al.L is greater than zero, then there are Al.L bytes free
for use on the maths stack without having to cali BV_CHRIX to check it. The space could be
available due to some previous calculation using quite a lot of room and this could be used as
a method of finding out if a cali to BV_CHRIX is required.
For example, if you need to reserve 10 bytes on the maths stack for your function's result,
but on entry to it, Al.L holds the value 20, then a cali to BV_CHRIX with D l holding 10 will
NOT change the maths stack address. You can assume that it is safe not to cali BV_CHRIX.
The first thing that any function (or procedure for that matter) should do is count its
parameters to make sure that enough bave been supplied. There are a couple of ways to do this.
The first relies on the fact that ali the parameters will be the same type, for example, word
integers, each 2 bytes long. Ali you need to do is fetch ali the parameters onto the maths stack
by calling the appropriate CA_GT??? vector routine and check the value in D3.W afterwards.
This is the number of actual parameters that were fetched. The following code fragment gives
an example of this.
HYFUNCT

HOVE.W
JSR
TST.L
BEQ.S
RTS

CA_GTINT,A2
(A2)
DO

PARS_OK

Fetch word integer parameters
Go get them
Did it work ok ?
Yes, skip the next instruction
No, return the error code to SuperBASIC

PARS_OK

CMPI.W
BEQ.S

#nn,D3
GOT_OK

Were there 'nn' parameters ?
Yes, skip error handling

BAD_PAR

HOVEQ
RTS

#ERR_BP,DO

Bad Parameter error code
Return error to SuperBASIC

GOT_OK

Rest of your code

The above is fine, but what if you bave to fetch different types of parameter or if you need to
check that certain parameter separators bave been used ?
The other method of counting parameters is used, in addition, it is a lot quicker than the
above method. DJToolkit uses the foliowing subroutine for every procedure and function.
COUNT

HOVE.L
SUB.L
DIVU
RTS

Pointer to last parameter
Less pointer to first parameter
Divided by 8 = how many parameters

A5,DO

A3,DO
#8,DO

On return from the above code, DO.W holds the number of parameters supplied by the user
when the function or procedure was called. A simple check against DO. W can be made to ensure
that there are enough parameters. If so, we can fetch them as required.
Fetching parameters on to the maths stack will finaliy set Al.L to a suitable value for the top of
the maths stack.
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FETCHING PARAMETERS
If your routine requires all its parameters as the same type then simply call the appropriate

CA_GT??? vector. For example, the following function cali :
MY_FUNCT(parameter_l, parameter_2)

willleave the maths stack like this after fetching word integers using the CA_GTINT vector :
2(A6,Al.L) ----> parameter_2
O(A6,Al.L) ----> parameter_l
If a mixture of parameters have to be fetched, then some manipulation will require to be

done. In addition, the final layout of the maths stack will not be as simple as the above
example.
Imagine that your function needs to fetch 2 long words (4 bytes each) then 2 word integers (2
bytes each), what should you do?
MY_FUNCT(long_l, long_2, word_!, word_2)

After counting your parameters, as per the second example above, and finding that all is well,
you need to convince QDOS that there are only 2 parameters to fetch, and these are the first 2,
the long words long_ l and long_2. Proceed as follows :
GOT_OK

MOVE.L
LEA.L
MOVE.W
JSR
MOVE.L
MOVE.L

A5,-(A7)
16(A3),A5
CA_GTLINT,A2
(A2)
A5,A3
(A7)+,A5

Save A5 for now
Pretend there are 2 parameters
Fetch 2 long integers
Go get them
Next parameter is word_l
Recover old A5

So your maths stack now looks like this :
4(A6,Al.L) ---> long_2
O(A6,Al.L) ---> long_!

and you stili have a couple of word sized parameters to fetch. So wha t should you do with Al in
between fetching your longs and integers ?
The good thing about the parameter fetching routines is that they preserve anything that is on
the maths stack even if it has to be moved around in memory to fit the la test parameters on to
it. Basically ali you have to do now is fetch the 2 word sized parameters as follows:
MOVE.W
JSR

CA_GTINT,A2
(A2)

Fetch word sized parameters
Go get t.liem

This willleave the maths stack looking like this:
8(A6,Al.L)
4(A6,Al.L)
2(A6,Al.L)
O(A6,Al.L)

--->
--->
--->
--->

long_2
long_!
word_2
word_!

which is not qui te the order that they were supplied in, so beware in your code or you could end
up with the processing being done on the wrong parameters !
Confused yet ? Just wait until you try mixing string parameters in as well !
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Strings can be odd or even lengtb, but tbey will always be even on tbe matbs stack. Wben a
string is fetcbed, a word is put on tbe stack to bold its lengtb tben tbe actual data bytes of tbe
string follow.
The word on tbe matbs stack gives tbe -lactual-0 string lengtb, bowever, if tbe lengtb is odd,
tbere will be an extra byte ad d ed to tbe end of tbe data in arder to keep tbe stack even.
For example,
MY_FUNCT("Testing")

leaves tbe stack looking like tbis, wben tbe parameter bas been fetcbed :
2(A6,Al.L) ---> Testing?
O(A6,Al.L) ---> 07

As you can see, tbere is an extra byte to make sure tbat tbe next bit of matbs stack starts on an
even address, if tbe parameter was an even lengtb, tbe padding byte would not be required.
So, now you know bow to get parameters onta tbe stack, you can load tbem into registers and
use tbem in your code as required, but wbat do you do witb tbe room tbat tbey used wben tbey
were on tbe stack? The answer is qui te simple, you bave to keep it tidy.
KEEPING IT TIDY
You must always keep a tidy matbs stack, or else !
If you are fetcbing words, eacb one takes 2 bytes, longs take 4 eacb and floats take 6 bytes eacb.
Strings take 2 + number of actual data bytes + l if tbe lengtb is odd. These types of parameter

are quite simple to deal witb, just add tbe appropriate number of bytes to Al andali will be well.

When dealing witb strings, you must remember to count tbe word used for tbe lengtb and tbe
paddin~ byte if it was used. Tbe best way is to get tbe lengtb word into a register, add 3 and
clear bit O as follows. We will assume tbat tbe matbs stack looks like tbe example above witb tbe
string 'Testing' on it.
TIDY

MOVE.W
ADDQ.W
BCLR
ADDA.L

Get the string length
Add on the extra
Make the value even
Tidy the stack

O(A6,Al.L) ,DO
#3,DO
#O,DO
DO,Al

This piece of code will work regardless of wbetber tbe string is odd or even lengtb and takes in
to account tbe padding and tbe word count. If you need it explained, bere goes :
Tbe lengtb word in tbe above example is 7, add 3 gives 10. 10 is an even number so bit Owill be
O already so 10 gets added to Al to keep the stack tidy. This will remove the word for tbe
lengtb, tbe 7 data bytes and tbe l padding byte giving us a tidy stack.
If on tbe otber band tbe string bad been "More_Testing", tbe lengtb word would be 12, add 3 for
tbe word lengtb and any possible padding byte gives 15. 15 is an odd number so clearing bit O

would make it 14 and even. As tbere is no padding byte for an even lengtb string, tbis is the
correct number to add to Al to tidy the stack. Easy stuff !

Remember, it is absolutely vital that Al is kept even. Tbe only time it can be odd is wben you
are accessing bytes on tbe matbs stack but Al must end up even at tbe end of your processing.
An odd value in Al will probably result in a QL crasb or, if you are lucky and bave QMON 2
(or a similar monitor) loaded and activated, an address exception errar.
So now we bave our parameters, our stack is tidy and we need to return a result, wbat do we
do now? Read on ........................ .
Norman Dunbar
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THE ORACLE
There are three options given on the options menu, the first being

Out of the depths of history comes the beautiful and
ancient game of The Oracle, a puzzle requiring skill,
strategy and, deep concentration. Piace 72 decorated
tiles on a board of 96 squares by matching symbols and
colours. Meditate carefully over each move and you may
find the secret 4-ways which will unlock The Oracle. The
Oracle provides wisdom to guide you down to the Fina[
solution. Will you be able to solve the puzzle? If you do,
you will find that The Oracle is more than a mere game.

Always Show Moves. This places a dot on each square in which you
can legally piace your current tile ( which is shown below the options
menu selection ). This ·is very u.<.eful when initially learning how to
master the puzzle, this option also disqualifies you from making the
High Scores List. The second option is to Show Next Move. This
places a dot on each

square in which you can legally piace your

current tile. This only lasts for one turn and also disqualifies you
from the High Scores List. The last option is to End the Game, a
useftd option if you feel it is getting the better of you.

The above opening passage from The Oracles manual cenainly sets
The other two menu selections you can make are to start a New
Game and to start the Same Game which restarts the game with the

the scene for this unusual puzzle written by Jochen Mertz in
Germany.

same order of tiles. a very useful option if you have a sudden lapse
As with most of the software from Jochen Mertz it is written to be

of concentration at a crucial moment ( providing you bave jotted

run in the Pointer Environment, or as he caUs it Pointer

down your ti le placements ).

Envlnterface. You do not need to worry if you do not use the
Pointer Environment as the files necessary for it to work are

When you start the puzzle the program initially places two tiles in the

included on the disk. The program can be started by either pressing

centre of the board and one tile in each of the four corners of the

the reset button on your computer and then pressing Fl with the

board. From then on your on your own, providing you don 't use the

disk in FLPl_ or by executing it directly if you already have the

show options. T o piace your tile all you do is piace the cursor in the

Pointer Environment loaded.

empty square and press space, enter or a mouse button. If you are

Once the program has been loaded you are presented with an 8*12

are not allowed that move. If you complete a four way match the

board. containing 96 squares. taking up most of the screen together
with a few menu items down the left hand side of the board ( If you

program will give you a hint on how to solve the puzzle to help you

trying an illegal move a suitable message appears explaining why you

ultimately to become an Oracle Master.

are using a high resolution machine you are given the option of
moving the window to a suitable location using the standard Pointer
Interface window move item ). The board is divided into two areas
which are an integrai part of the puzzle. The outer edge of the board
is called the Beyond and the rest of the board is called the Within.
The object of The Oraclc is to cast 72 tiles onto the board, creating
as many matches between the tiles as possible and scoring as many
points as possible. A tile is made up of a colour and a symbol such as
a green triangle. A tile can only be placed on the board if it matches
either the colour or the symbol of all adjacent tiles and it can be
placed only above. below, left or right of an adjacent matching tile.
T o score any points in the puzzle you have to complete what are
called legai matches. There are four matches possible ranging in
difficulty. and point value. from 1 to 4. The first is where a tile is
placed next to another tile matching either the colour or symbol. The
second matching is when you match one tile with two adjacent tiles.
one tile must match by symbol the other by colour. The third
matching occurs when you match your tile with three adjacent tiles,
matching either the colour of two tiles and the symbol of the third or
The Oracle is a very good puzzle and will keep you amused for

the symbol of the two tiles and the colour of the third. The fourth
and hardcst match is when you can piace your tile in the centre of

hours/daysjmonthsjyears trying to work out the best positions for

four other tiles matching two by colour and two by symbol. Extra

your tiles to gain that extra point and those elusive four way matches.

bonuses are given for each 4-way match and having fewer than three

The screen is nicely presented and uncluttered and it can be played a t

tiles remaining when you cannot piace any more tiles on the board.

a pace that suits you as no time limits are applied. Will you be able to

These matches also have to occur in the Within area of the board to

solve the puzzle? Is thc Oracle more than a mere game? Buy it to

score any points. lt did say in the opening paragraph you did need

find out.

skill. strategy and deep ..... concentration.
Bruce Nicholls
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plus4 publisher
plus4 publisher is the new modular desktop publishing system compnsmg the plus4
wordprocessor, LINEdesign, and publisher's pack. The system is recommended for use with
Gold, QXL or QVME cards and exploits their high-resolution displays ofup to 1000x1000 pixels.
The new page design program LINEdesign is far ahead of all drawing and page-design programs
ever released for the QL. Read the reviews in the July issue of Quanta for its vast range of
capabilities. These include text in 57 scalable founts which can be printed at any size from smallprint
to huge headline without jagged edges or loss of quality. Scalable drawings and text which can be
moved, superimposed, rotated to any angle, shaded, slanted, even distorted for special effects.
LINEdesign is supplied on Eleven disks, containing founts and ready-made drawings.

publisher's pack combines the text editing and printing capabilities of plus4 with the graphic and
fount handling power of LINEdesign. In addition publisher's pack includes a free upgrade to
fountext93, a new high resolution successor to fountext88 which prints at 180 x 180 dots per
inch on 24-pin and bubblejet printers. Step-by-step instructions in the manual together with sample
documents and ready-made page-layout objects such as shadowed boxes provide all you need to
start preparing you own professionallooking publications.

plus4 version 4
The latest version of the superb wordprocessor plus4 breaks new ground by providing macra
recording and playback with 28 control keys that can be allocated to any key sequence. Superseding
altkeys and hot-keys, plus4 records series of command and text entry keys as you type them on the
keyboard and plays them back each time you press the designated control key. Macros can also be
written or edited as a text file . Y ou can now redesign the program's user interface the way you like
it. Other new features include interactive visual editing of the text margins and tabs, which breaks the
only remaining hurdle for die-hard Quill users who have not yet converted to the far superior
plus4. There are too many other enhancements in the user-friendly stakes to mention bere.

plus4 and plus4 publisher software

other software

E199
plus4 publisher
enquire about special upgrades to plus4 publisher
if you currently use plus4, text87 or LINEdesign

DATAdesign
DATAdesign API
QD version 5
QSpread
QDesign Il
Qpac Il
FiFi
Q Top

LINEdesign
plus4 wordprocessor
fountext93 + founted89 (graphic driver)
2488 (for 24-pin and bubblejet printers)
typeset90-deskjet (far Deskjets and lasers)

E99
E79
E39
E19
E19

E59
E19
(55
(69
E69
E39
E19
E29

You can pay by cheque, Traveller's cheque, Postal Order , Eurocheque.

Forali enquiries ring 071 485 9008 Monday to Friday 2pm-5pm

Software 87, 33 Savernake Road, London NW3 2JU

FUNCTIONality
PROCMAN is a short
program to allow you to
extract procedures and
functions
from
a
SuperBASIC program on
disk, creating a new
program on disk containing
just those you specify. It
allows you to create a
library of routines on disk
and just extract the ones
you want for writing your
own
basic
programs.
Operation
is
greatly
speeded up if you copy the
program to ramdisk first.
The SuperBASIC version
can simply be LRUN. If you
bave a basic compiler, it is a
useful program to compile.
I bave tested it on
QLiberator version 3.36.
Compiling gives a useful
degree of speedup to this
program. It does take a
while to scan a complete
program, so compilation is a
great help, although you
can use it in basic of course.
Procman is very simple to
use. Simply start it up and
give it the filename of a
Basic program.
It then runs through the

program scanning for ali
procedures and functions it
can find. It prefers well
structured
programs,
although it will accept
single line procedures or
functions. It will NOT like
nested procedures and
functions (definitions inside
each other), so don't write
such
programs,
bad
programming practice!
It will then list the
procedure and function
names to the screen, with a
number and letter alongside
each one. The letter P or F
indicates a procedure or
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100 REMark ProcedurejFunction Manager by Dilwyn Jones
110 REMark next two lines for QLiberator users only:
120 REMark $$heap=3000
130 REMark DEF_INTEGER a
140 MODE 4 : WINDOW 484,202,14,14 : WINDOW #0,484,32,14,216
150 BORDER 1,255 : BORDER #0,1,255
160 PAPERO : PAPER #O,O : INK 7 : INK #0,7
170 REPeat program
180 CLS : CLS #O : CSIZE 2,1 : AT 3,7 : PRINT'PROCEDURE/FUNCTION MANAGER'
190 CSIZE 0,0 : AT 12,32 : PRINT'by Dilwyn Jones'
200 INPUT #O,'Source filename:';source$
210 IF source$ = '' : EXIT program
220 INPUT #O,'Destination filename:';dest$
230 IF dest$ = '' : NEXT program
240 max% = 60 : REMark maximum number of routines
250 DIM name$(max%,20),start%(max%),finish%(max%),type%(max%)
260 DIM selected%(max%) : REMark routines selected from list
270 items% = O
: REMark number of routines found this time
280 this_line% = O : previous_line% = O
290 inprocfn% = O : REMark not yet in a PROC/FN
300 longest% = o : REMark longest procjfn name
310 CLS #O: PRINT #O,'Reading program •.• '\'Line ';
320 OPEN_IN #3,source$
330 OPEN_IN #3,source$ : REMark read in all routines
340 REPeat read_back
350
IF EOF(#3) = l OR items% > max% THEN
360
IF inprocfn% THEN finish%(items% - l) = previous_line%
370
EXIT read_back
380
END IF
390
previous_line% = this_line%
400
INPUT #3,basline$ : REMark fetch line of BASIC
410
numlen% = (' ' INSTR basline$) -l
420
this_line% = basline$(1 TO numlen%)
430
AT #0,1,5 : PRINT #O,this_line%;
440
def_pos% = 'DEFine PROCedure' INSTR basline$
450
REMark some programs have 2 spaces between DEF and PROC
460
IF def_pos% = O : def_pos% = 'DEFine PROCedure' INSTR basline$
470
IF def_pos% > numlen% THEN
480
IF inprocfn% THEN finish%(items%-l) = previous_line%
490
inprocfn% = l : REMark found a procedure definition
500
ELSE
510
def_pos% = 'DEFine FuNctio~' INSTR basline$
520
IF def_pos% = O : def_pos% = 'DEFine FuNction' INSTR basline$
530
IF def_pos% > numlen% THEN
540
IF inprocfn% THEN finish%(items%-l) = previous_line%
550
inprocfn% = 2 : REMark found a function definition
560
ELSE
570
def_pos% = 'END DEFine' INSTR basline$
580
IF def_pos% = O : def_pos% = 'END DEFine' INSTR basline$
590
IF def_pos% = OTHEN
600
NEXT read_back : REMark any old line, ignore
610
ELSE
620
REMark end define line, record as end of previous definition
630
IF inprocfn% THEN finish%(items%-l) = this_line%
640
END IF
650
inprocfn% = o : NEXT read_back
27
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function respectively. Up to
60 routines can be listed on
the screen, which should
allow reasonably large
programs to be scanned.
The number is the one to be
typed m when asked to
select routines to be
extracted. When you specify
a routine, it places an
asterisk alongside it to show
it has been selected.
Enter a zero, or just press
ENTER to make the
program begin to assemble
all the selected routines into
a new program. Line
numbers remain as they
were in the originai
program.
The program shows a list of
what it has assembled on
. the screen as it goes.
Current line numbers being
scanned are shown in the
bottom window to show you
how far it has got. When the
program finishes it offers
you a choice of PRESS
ESC TO QUIT or ANY
OTHER
KEY
FOR
ANOTHER RUN.
PROBLEMS. This program
was written for printed
publication in QReview
magazine, so the brief was
to keep it short. Therefore,
some compromises in errar
trapping had to be made. In
particular, if you have been
editing a program in an
editor you may find that if
you inserted leading spaces
before line numbers that
this causes a problem. If
you put more than two
spaces between DEF and
PROC or DEF and FN or
END and DEF the program
will fail to spot those
routines.
END DEFine does not
have to have a name after
it. It uses the previous

QReview

660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000
1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240

END IF
END IF
REMark we are now in a line with a PROC or FN, extract name
basline$ = basline$(def_pos%+17-inprocfn% TO LEN(basline$))
REMark before we do any more, check for single line definition
single_line% = 'END DEFine' INSTR basline$
IF single_line% = O : single_line% = 'END DEFine' INSTR basline$
REMark name will go no further than ( before parameters ...
def_pos% = '(' INSTR basline$ : REMark stop at parameters
IF def_pos% > o THEN basline$ = basline$(1 TO def_pos% - l)
REMark ... or no further than : before new statement
def_pos% = ':' INSTR basline$ : REMark stop at new statement
IF def_pos% > OTHEN basline$ = basline$(1 TO def_pos% - l)
REMark strip spaces from left
REPeat unspace
IF basline$(1) = ' ' THEN
basline$ = basline$(2 TO LEN(basline$))
ELSE
EXIT unspace : REMark finished
END IF
END REPeat unspace
REPeat unspace
IF basline$(LEN(basline$)) = ' ' THEN
basline$ = basline$(1 TO LEN(basline$)-1)
ELSE
EXIT unspace
END IF
END REPeat unspace
start%(items%) = this_line% : REMark start line number
name$(items%) = basline$: REMark which is now reduced to the name
IF LEN(basline$) > longest% THEN longest% = LEN(basline$)
type%(items%) = inprocfn% : REMark l=proc,2=FN
REMark following line handles one-line procsjfns
IF single_line% : finish%(items%) = this_line% : inprocfn% = o
items% = items% + l : REMark total number of procs+fns
END REPeat read_back
CLOSE #3 : CLS : CLS #O : REMark list to screen in 3 columns
FOR a = OTO items% - l
INK 4 : AT a MOD 20,(26*(a DIV 20))+(a<9) : PRINT a+l; : INK 2
IF type%(a) =l THEN PRINT 'P '; : ELSE PRINT 'F '; : END IF
def_pos% = LEN(name$(a)) : IF def_pos% > 22 : def_pos% = 22
INK 7 : PRINT name$(a,l TO def_pos%);
END FOR a
CLS #O
PRINT #O,'SELECT PROCEDURES/FUNCTIONS TO COPY (O TO FINISH LIST)'
REPeat loop
AT #0,1,0 : CLS #0,3 : INPUT #O,'ENTER NUMBER > ';t$
IF t$ = '' OR t$ = 'O' THEN EXIT loop
num% = 'O' &t$ : REMark some degree of protection
IF num% >= l AND num% <= items% THEN
num% = num% - l : selected%(num%) = NOT selected%(num%)
AT num% MOD 20,(26*(num% DIV 20))+3 : REMark arrange in columns
OVER -1 : INK 4 : PRINT '*' : INK 7 : OVER O
END IF
END REPeat loop
no% = o : REMark are there any items selected ?
FOR a = OTO items%-1 : IF selected%(a) : no% = no% + l
IF no% = OTHEN
CLS #O : PRINT #O,'PRESS ESC TO QUIT, ANY OTHER KEY TO CONTINUE.'
28
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definition. This is the
reason why it does not work
with nested definitions (one
inside the other).
lf the program happens to
have the words 'DEFine
PROCedure' or 'DEFine
'END
or
FuN etion'
DEFine' in quotes, it will
think these are definitions.
lgnore them when they are
presented in the selection
menu.
If the program encounters a

new definition before it has
detected the end of the
previous one, it assumes the
previous definition ends at
the line before the new
definition. This can happen
if RETurns are used to end
of definitions instead of
ENDDEFine.
Multiple conditional END
DEFines can confuse the
program. It will end a
routine at the first one, and
ignore subsequent ones.
This is poor programming
practice, if you want
to
ends
conditional
should
you
routines,
IF ...THE RETurn instead
of IF. .. THE END DEFine.
The program does not mind
'loose' lines of code
definitions,
between
although this is not good
programming practice.
A more advanced, pointer
driven version is available
from DJC. lt is pointer
driven, so can be controlled
with a mouse, and has many
more features. You will
need to have pointer
environment an d Jochen
Merz's excellent Menu
Extension software to run
it. Details on (0248) 354023,
or contact me via DJC's
usual address.

1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600

IF INKEY$(-1) = CHR$(27) THEH EXIT program : ELSE NEXT program
END IF
REMark read back through file, copying selected routines
OPEN_IN #3,source$
OPEN_NEW #4,dest$
CLS : CLS #O : PRINT #O,'Assembling new file ... 1 \'Line 1 ;
item_no% = O: done% = o
REPeat loop
IF EOF(#3) OR done% >= no% THEN EXIT loop
INPUT #3,basline$
numlen% = (' 1 INSTR basline$)-1
this_line% = basline$( l TO numlen%)
AT #0,1,5 : PRINT· #O,this_line%
IF this_line% < start%(item_no%) : NEXT loop
IF selected%(item_no%) THEN
REMark send this procjfn to new file
PRINT'Doing : ';name$(item_no%) TO longest%+10; 1 Lines ';
PRINT start%(item_no%); 1 -';finish%(item_no%) TO longest%+28;'(';
IF type%(item_no%)=1 : PRINT'PROCEDURE)': ELSE PRINT 1 FUNCTION)'
PRINT #4,basline$:done%=done%+1
END IF
REPeat read_back
IF EOF(#3) : EXIT loop
IF this_line% >= finish%(item_no%) THEN EXIT read_back
INPUT #3,basline$ : numlen% = (1 1 INSTR basline$) - 1
this_line% = basline$(1 TO numlen%)
AT #0,1,5 : PRINT #O,this_line%
IF selected%(item_no%) : PRINT #4,basline$
END REPeat read_back
item_no% = item_no% + l
END REPeat loop
CLOSE #3 : CLOSE #4 : CLS #O
PRINT #O /RUN COMPLETED, ESC TO QUIT, ANY OTHER KEY TO CONTINUE. 'i
IF INKEY$(-1) = CHR$(27) : EXIT program
END REPeat program
PRINT #O,'PROGRAM FINISHED.' : PAUSE 50 : STOP

f FVNCTIONality is going to be a regular feature and will contain
useful SuperBASJC FVNCTJONS or PROCEDVRES that can be
incorporated into any program. The above program P ROCMAN
can be used easily to keep ~hese routines in one library simply
extracting the routines you want to use in your programs. lf you
have any useful routines p/ease do send them in so we can publish
them in future artic/es. A/l that is required is the source code
together with a Qui/l doc file, or REM statements in the code,
giving a brief explanation on what the function or procedure does
and how it works.
The source far PROCMAN is available on disk from QVO VADIS
DESIGN. The cast is !2.00 far VK and EVROPE orders, !3.00 far
any other country. This includes 3.5 DD media and postage and
packaging. Alternatively V K readers can send 50p worth of V K
stamps together with a 3.5 DD, or microdrive, and a return
stamped addressed envelope.]

Dilwyn Jo n es
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CHOOSING PRINTERS
The personal computers revolution has been
accompanied with major advances in personal
printer technology. Only five years ago, the
majority of printers in use with personal
computers were of the 9-pin dot matrix
variety. More advanced 24-pin models were
yet to become affordable alternatives and
laser printers were prohibitively expensive for
personal use. In the past few years,
manufacturers of personal printers bave aimed
to achieve output quality comparable with
books and magazines. This aim stili remains to
be fulfilled, but major advances bave been
made on the way.

inch, they do not achieve the same results as
laser, hubble jet and inkjet printers working at
the same or lower dpi settings. This apparent
anomaly is due to the size of the dots: Whereas
the dots produced by hubble jet and ink jet
printers are as small as suggested by the dpi
value, i.e. about 1/300" in diameter, the dots
produced by 24 pin printers are about twice
the size. The lines per inch (lpi) resolution
offered by a 24-pin printer is actually less than
90, compared with 150 for a cheap laser
printer.
Currently, there are three main ink based
technologies, developed by Hewlett-Packard,
Canon and Epson respectively. Bubble jet
printers based on the Canon technology are
also made by severa! other manufacturers.
Although Hewlett-Packard printers print at
300 dpi, compared with 360 dpi for printers
from the other companies, the print quality
achieved with the three technologies depends
more on the combination of paper and ink
cartridge used than the resolution--in broad
terms, the results are quite similar. Ali these
printers are virtually silent in operation and
very fast in comparison with dot-matrix
printers. When choosing among ink based
printers two areas should be carefully
considered: one area consists of the physical
properties of the printer, i.e., paper feed and
size, portability, support for printing envelopes
and sheets of labels; the other area is the
printer command language and the number of
available founts. Comparisons in the first area
are quite straightforward as the features are
independent from the computer that is used
with the printer. The second area needs more
careful consideration since it does make a
huge difference whether the printer is used
with a PC or with a QL.

Resolution is the yardstick by which print
quality for books and magazines, as well as the
visual sharpness of photographs and television
images is measured. If a photograph of parallel
hairlines is examined under a magnifying glass
and lines of as little as 1/100" in thickness are
distinctly visible, the photograph is said to
bave a resolution of at least 100 lines per inch.
In most areas of photography such levels of
resolution are considered extremely high but
for printed text and line drawings they are far
below the current professional standards.
Quality books and magazines boast text
resolutions of 600 lines per inch and above.
Until recently, photo-typesetting was used to
produce the text for those publications but
nowadays the task is performed by laser
typesetting
machines
utilising
digitai
(computer generated) image technology.
With digitai technology, images are stored and
processed as a series of dots on a very fine
grid, with each dot having its own colour or
greyness value. When the grid and the size of
dots become very fine, the eye can no longer
distinguish the dots as separate items. For
printed text, the dots are either black (ink) or
white (paper). A resolution of 600 lines per
inch requires a grid spaced at 1/1200" where
each dot can be black or white. With digitai
technology, resolution is normally measured in
terms of total number of dots per inch thus 600
lines per inch (lpi) correspond with 1200 dots
per inch (dpi). Today, ink jet hubble jet, and
cheaper laser printers boast resolutions of 300
or 360 dpi. Text output from those printers,
however grainy compared to digitai typesetter
output is reasonably well formed for most
purposes.

Founts (fonts or typefaces) are either built into
the printer or sent to it from the computer as
graphic images. Unlike PC's, the QL does not
feature a parallel printer port as standard and
data has to be sent to the printer via a seria!
port at a fraction of the speed. A serial to
parallel interface is normally used between the
QL and the printer but it does not improve the
speed. This is not a problem when text is
printed using the printer's built-in founts, as
the amount of data required for a page is small
enough to be transrnitted in a few second. But
when text is sent as a graphic image, printing
times are prohibitively long for documents of

Although 24-pin printers work at 360 dots per
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sizes but in smaller sizes they do not look as
sharp as Hewlett-Packard founts which have
been designed dot-by-dot for each size.
Hewlett-Packard
printers
also
feature
landscape founts, allowing text to be printed
along the length of an A4 sheet of paper. On
the other hand, Canon and Epson printers
allow founts to be printed in outlined or
shadowed modes. With so many variations, it is
a good idea to compare print samples of a
range of built-in founts for each printer before
making a decision.

more than a few pages. Thus the number and
the range of sizes of the founts built into the
printer is of much greater importance when
used with the QL than with the PC.
Fount support varies among the three groups
of ink based printers. Canon bubble jet
printers such as the BJlOsx work in three
different print-languages. In the Epson
emulation mode which offers the widest
selection of founts, they feature two or more
basic bit-mapped founts which can be printed
at a range of sizes. Smaller print sizes are
produced by printing only two out three or one
out of two adjacent dots. Larger print sizes are
achieved by repeating the dots twice, thus
introducing a degree of jaggedness. Recent
Hewlett-Packard printers, such as the Deskjet
510 and portable models, feature two fixed
pitched founts plus two proportional founts in
a range of sizes up to 14 pt. Larger
proportional sizes have been individually
des1gned without repeating the dots and thus
look smoother. Epson Stylus printers feature
the same method of printing founts as the
Canon with 5 basic bit-mapped founts. But in
addition they support four founts that are
scaled inside the printer to produce a large
variety of sizes (from 8pt to 32pt). These
scalable founts do dot look jagged in larger

With current prices for bubble jet and ink jet
printers being roughly the same as 24-pin
printer, there is no point buying a 24-pin
printer unless you have a special requirement
for printing on multiple forms or perforated
paper. lf your budget extends to over f500, a
laser printer would be the obvious choice. The
picture is much clearer in this area.
Hewlett-Packard has been setting the laser
printing standard and everybody else has been
following. The current Laserjet 4 and 4L
models combine a large variety of professional
quality built-in founts with excellent print
quality and paper handling options.
Fred Toussi

)R PICTURES AT A WORKSHOP

Tony Firshman of TF Services

Bruce Nicholls of Quo Vadis Design

PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF JIM BUIK
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QUIZ MASTER 2
The above enthralling game, when purchased new from
Dilwyn Jones Computing, comes
on two disks
accompanied by a one double sided shect, close printed
instruction manual. Tbc manual is supplemented by two
'_doc' files, disk l holding an "UPDATES_doc and disk
2 baving a "MOD2ADD_doc".

blanks far tbe second and tbird letter. The one-player
game automatically places the QL as tbc second player.
Immediately, another screen pops up onta tbc screen
and procecds to tbrow a qucstion at you. This is tbc
centrai screen of the game and is the scorcboard upon
whicb sbould be shown information on wbcre you stand
at any given momcnt. It does... if only you werc able to
read tbc information quickly enough before the next
qucstion is spelt aut to you and it again flashes up that
you've 'run aut of time'. I had to <SLUG 15> my
Gold Card before getting a chance to play anything.

Disk l contains tbc updated initial games program
together witb one module of 300 questions and is
complete in itself. Disk 2 is an addition to tbc game in
tbat it contains anotber question module plus
instructions on bow to add it to tbc program, selecting
eitber l or 2 in addition to a secondary 'boot' program
tbat supplants tbc originai boot in arder to incorporate
and access otber question modules of whicb you might
well be tbc composer. More on this later.

Tbc question is spelled aut, letter by letter, and as soon
as you think you know the answer, prcss your 'answer'

Tbc disks ought to arrive in a write-protected state and
if not, must be promptly put into tbat condition. As
always, it is advised tbat backups sbould be made
immediately before anything else is dane. Tbc manual
tells you how to do so witb tbc COPY_bas program
. supplied. Thereafter, tbe use of tbe backups far playing
tbe game is strongly advised. In any case, tbc program
cannot be run in a 'write-protected' state as tbc program
deletes tbe initial module and substitutes tbc selected
module far current use. In arder to do this tbc program
must be able to write to tbe disk, so do use backups only
to play tbe game.
The program is also available on microdrive and
anything said berein relating to disks refers also to
md vs.
On starting tbe game by citbcr tbc automatic boot or by
LRUNning tbc boot, you are presented witb an option
menu that will allow you to choose a one player game,
(against tbc clock altbough tbe scoreboard confusingly
tells you it is tbc QL tbat plays against you, ic., tbc QL
is awarded the point if you don't know thc answcr), or a
two player game, at a skill levcl whicb determines bow
much time, in scconds, is given to the playcr, (tbc
scorcs of which, if lost, are not awardcd to the otber
player despitc wbat the instruction shect says), and tbc
number of questions needed by a player to win may be
set to eitber 10, 20 or 30. Y ou are given the opportunity
to turn-off an infuriating jingle passing far exciting
background music, then a 'start game' option and lastly
a quit option to return to SuperBasic or to play anotbcr
game.

key, <CTRL far you and ALT far your opponcnt>,

whereupon a line of crosscs start 'ticking- off' from tbc
right-band side of the screen and at thc samc time a
window witb a multi-option of four possible 'answcrs'
are sbown togethcr with a number l , 2, 3 and 4 onc of
whicb you sclect. It gets just a littlc tricky at this point
in tbc cboice of keys to press in that CTRL (or AL T)
first bas to be pressed followed immcdiately by moving
tbc highligbt with tbc up or down keys onta your
optional cboice of one of the four answers, (as thc
crosses are being rapidly eliminated), then SPACE-bar
to select cboice,(and if you're playing an opponent
beaven only knows wbat bis fingers are doing at the
same time), and by such easy routes to success, you're
lucky if you walk away from a game with all your
fingcrs intact, let alone win.

Upon selecting tbe 'start game' option another screen is
presented requiring you to give a threc-lctter name, to
identify yourself, using tbc up/down cursor keys and
selecting the cbosen letter of the alpbabet with the space
kcy. A single letter name may be cbosen by selecting
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Unfortunately, (or otberwise), the scorcboard
disappears at the end of the game and another screen
appears wbicb states baldly that either CAT bas won or
tbat DOG is tbe winner leaving you wondering just
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what kind of shenanigans has been going on
behind the screen because the scoreboard isn't
there to let you know who got which score;
you have to accept that te n questions, (or 20 or
30), have been answered correctly.

program and that is done by first editing the
program wherein line ... INSTR "12" is altered
to read INSTR "123" or "1234" or "12345" and
you name the new module to read
QUIZ_mod4 or QUIZ_mod5 etc; you can
continue with the alphabet if necessary. A t the
same time the rilodule choice screen is altered
in this same manner to include the new
modules so instead of, as now, reading, ...
modules l or 2 it will read, l to whatever.

There is a moment in the game when you
might catch a breath and it is when a wrong
answer has been chosen whereupon the game
now pauses by asking you to 'press a key' to
continue; take a deep breath before doing so.

Now, with this infinite expansion potential
comes the second enhancement which is the
possibility of
extending this program to
be come a test( exam) paper which you can
fairly easily add by way of appropriate
procedures to ask any kind of question, even a
free format one, (ie. prose), and get the
program to 'mark up' the paper so that you can
provide your children with the most advanced
educational .facility, costing in excess of
fifteen hundred pounds in the ubiquitous PC
field, giving a head-start on how to understand
and handle text-books which is the greatest
hurdle a student has to face during school
years. Amazing isn't it? And all the hard work
has been done in this basic program obtainable
for next to nothing.

You ought to enjoy the game for the
unavoidable confusion and fury when playing
a two-handed game accompanied by the
belly-aching laughing when the cock-ups occur
and all at a cost of only pennies but there
remains one or even two excellent
enhancements to this program. The first is
being able to construct and add modules of up
to 300 questions of either generai or
specialised knowledge and is particularly
s1mple to do in that you type out in an Editor
the question followed by the four possible
answers together with their numbers, followed
by the singular number of the correct answer,
ie., six lines to each question. The program
sorts out the rest.

John Reeves

However, the instruction sheet forgets to tell
you just how to add this module to the
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PUBLIC DOMAIN
Since my last artide the next version of the C68 'C' Compiler has
been released (Version 4). This has a host of new features (see an

to the screen except for errors. The -v flag will restare the previous
behaviour.

extract of them below) and corrects ali known bugs [undocumented

14. The PACKHDR utility added to the C68 distribution. This is

features in the trade] that existed in the previous versions. I have
also listed a few recent or imminent programs to my library below.

used to producing compressed header files for the main RUNTIME
l system disk.

Please see my advert for further details on ordering.
XLisp V2.ld
l\'ew Features

I have recently received a copy of this program which is an upgrade

l. The main C68 program upgraded. Significant new levels of errar

of Disk Special 3 (XLisp V1.4a), this program is now much Jarger

checking and Al"'SI'fication added. Documentation for the C68
program extensively revised - in particular ali errarjwarning

than the originai and will be available on two disks instead of the
originai one disk version.

messages now documented.
2. The STDIO package upgraded to release 2.6 of Earl Chew's

ADVSYS- An Adventure Writing System

STDIO package (previously used v2.1).

ADVSYS is a special purpose programming language that was

3. The program start-up code should now detect the presence of

specifically designed to be used to write computer text adventure

processar chips that support instruction caching, and if necessary
disables caching while the program relocation takes piace. This

games. It includes a facility far defining the kinds of objects that are
common in adventures. Some objects represent Iocations on the game

allows for correct operation on 68030 and 68040 based systems (such
as ST/OL's with accelerator boards or the Miracle QXL card).

map. some objects representing things that the player can find while
exploring the adventure world, and some objects represent other

4. A large number of the routines in LIBQDOS_A that used to set

characters that the adventurer can encounter during his or her

_oserr no longer do so. Documentation updated accordingly.

journeys. The adventure language also provides a facility to define

5. The routines in LIBQDOS_A that map directly onta QDOS traps
and QDOS vectors have had additional entry points added so that

actions. Actions are short sections of code that determine what
happens in response to a command from the player. These two

they can also be called by the SMS variant of the name.

concepts, "objects" and "actions" form the basis for the adventure
language.

Documentation updated accordingly.

The SMS H header file

created to include SMS specific definitions.
6. The following new routines added to the LIBC_A library:

The Stripper

cn_date(), cn_day(), qinstrn(). ioppick(), mktime() (Contributed by
Peter Sulzer).

No this is not what you think it is.... This is a program that enables
you to strip out contro! codes from a Quill _DOC file, thus turning i t

7. Routines added to the LIBQDOS_A library to provide some string

into a TRUE plain text file. It was written by Dilwyn Jones.

handling routines that are analogous to the C ones, but work instead
on QDOS format strings.

QXL Format

The routines added are: qstrcat(),

qstrncat(). qstrchr(). qstrcmp(), qstrncmp(), qstrcpy(). qstrncpy().

This utility written by Dave Walker is far QXL users (it also works

qstricmp(). qstrnicmp(). qstrlen()
8. Routines added to the LIBQDOS_A library to access the QDOS

on ordianry QLs) who don't have any QL formatted disks with them
at that crucial moment. This program takes a formatted PC disk and

queue handling vectors.

converts it into a QL disk. It resides on PD14.

Routines added are: io qeof(), io_serio(),

io_q in(). io_serq(). io_qout(). io_qset(), io_q test()
QL World Index

9. The following routines for adding standard QDOS traps and
vectors added to the LIBQDOS_A library and documentation
amended accordingly: mm_alloc().
mm_reehp(), m t_aires(). mt_reres()

mm_lnkfr().

This very useful index has been updated to include ali articles up

mm_aiehp().

unti! September 1993. It is available on PD7.

10. New library calls required for ANSI compatibility included in the

I bave Iots more programs kindly sent into me far inclusion within

LIBC_A library. In most cases they are not very functional. but they

the Library. too many to mention here. I apologise for the delay in

satisfy the minimum requirements: setlocale(). localeconv(). mblen().

getting them put into the Library, and l'd like to ensure the A uthors

mbtowc(). mbstowcs(). wctomb(),wcstombs()

that they will be included eventually. The reason for the delay is that

11. The TL\-!E package in the LIBC_A library upgraded to full ANSI
and POSIX compatibility using Ralf Wenk's PD routines. As well as

I am heavily involved in developing new hardware products far the
QL( FAST-NET and IDE Hard Disk Interface). These projects

upgrading existing routines. this added the following new ones:

seem to take a rather large portion of my time. If their is anyone

difftime(). strftime(), tzset()

who would like to assist me as a Quality Controllerj Tester of PD

The TZ environment variable is now used by the time routines.

Software I would be most grateful. I am afraid I will not be a ble to

12. New calls for accessing the THING sub-system added to the

pay far your help in cash. but I aro sure I can pay in other ways i.e.

LIBQDOS_A library.

goods.

These routines are always available under

S:"v!S, but need support far the THING system loaded under QDOS.
The calls are: sms_fthg(). sms_lthg(). sms_nthg(). sms_nthu(),
sms_rthg(). sms_ uthg(), sms_zthg()

Thats ali Folks

13. The LD linker will now no longer automatically output messages

Ron Dunnett
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Greetings Fellow PD. Users,

1

Well since tbe last issue of QREVIEW tbere has been
quite a lot happening up here Nortb of Watford!
Numerous S.J.P.D. disks have been updated and there
have been quite a few new additions to the Library. I
willlist tbe updates first.

SJS 65: SALVADOR MERINO SHAREWARE DISK.
Ali these programs originate from Spain from tbe
autbor Salvador Merino. The disk contains Cale, a
programmable calculator. WIPEOUT, a space invaders
type of game. eFORTH, which is an implementation of
FORTH for tbe QL and FOTO-DBASE. This is a
database of names and addresses but witb a difference,
Digitised pictures can be included in each file.
SJS 66: GZIP Release 1.0.7. This is a utility to archive (
compress ) files, unlike Zip or Are this will archive
single programs. This port-over is tbe work of Richard
Kettlewell.

SJS 9: Molecular Graphics, by Mark Knight is now
version 5.11. and is now fully GOLD CARD
compatible.
SJS 22: Spectator, by Carlo Delhez has reached version
1.35. This version now emulates botb 128K & 48K
Spectrum.
SJS 32: Lyapunov Space, by Per-Erik Forssen. This
Fractals disk has been updated to Version 0.74.
SJS 44: QeM. The terminai emulator and
communications program by Jonathan Hudson has been
updated to version 3.7.
SJS 47: QL HACKERS JOURNAL disk now contains
all issues from issue l to issue 14 of this informative
disk based QL magazine.
SJS 48: QL-HARD DRIVE. This has now reached
version 2.53.
SJS 52: DAVID WALKER DEMO DISK. Now
contains FLPClone 1.17.
SJS 56: QL-REXX. Now includes "C" source code in
zippcd format complete with un-zipping utility.
SJS 57: OME. This pointer text editor has reached
release 1.43.3.
SJS 62: DBAS. This programmable database is now up
to version 2.25.
AMIGA QDOS: This is now release 3.21. updated to
print on WorkBench 2 & 3.

I have also been busy converting 20 disks of classic
literature over to the QL. These disks contain the
works of literary greats like Shakespeare, Hommer,
Mark Twain & Lewis Carro!. Each disk has a self
loading boot program along witb QED, a text editor.
Theses disks are listed on my catalogue disk.
There have been one or two comments on telephone
answer machines in the QL press recently. As most of
my customers know I am guilty of owning and using
one of tbese dastardly contraptions. The reason that I
have HAD to get one is that I am a Healtb care
worker ( AKA MALE NURSE!) working nights mainly
at weekends, I have to use an answer machine so I
can get some of tbat precious commodity tbat most
people cali S L E E P. I can not expect my wife or
children to answer your requests, so the only thing left
was to employ a servant or get tbe dreaded answer
machine. On nurses salary the servant was out!!!!

I have added 4 new disks of assorted QL Public
Domain & Shareware. These disks contain a collection
of Utilities including a sideways printer utility for
Abacus spreadsheets, A utility for removing
embedded contro! codes from text files, A one time
ROOM
"UTILITY
from
utility
commerciai
Hard-disk
SOFTWARE" for reading MS-DOS disks.
back up programs. Included on tbe disks are some
games to help pass away tbc long winter hours,
GOMUKU, TETRIS and WIPEOUT will keep most
games players busy. For tbc "TECHIES" one of tbc
disks contains a version of the programming language
"eFORTH", I can even offer a text file of THE
MAGNA CARTA which has been translated into
English. This takes tbc total of assorted disks up to 35.
ANO STILL GROWING FAST!!

I have also been askcd why I do not do live
appearances at shows etc. Well being a devout
pedestrian for tbe past 21ish years I have never
learned tbe art if driving. Yes, tbere are some of us tbat
don't DRIVE. Whilst some suppliers manage to get to
shows on bicycles it is very hard riding a bike witb
100 + blank disks, QL,
disks,
library
150 +
MONITOR etc. You also have to be fit to ride a bike
and fitness is NOT one of my strong points, carrying
10 disks from the local computer shop puts me in bed
for a week. So, alas I am strictly MAIL ORDER.
Well tbat's aH for this issue but beforc I hang up the
quill and rest my weary bones, DON'T FORGET tbat
you can get a more descriptive list of the software tbat
I offer by sending a QL formatted disk and return
postagc or 4 x 1st class stamps for a FREE catalogue
disk. Ali otber disks carry a copy charge of .fl.OOp per
disk. Pre-copied disks are available at .fl.75p inclusive
of media & return postage.

As for tbc specialist list, tbere have becn one or two
additions to tbe list namely:SJS 64: ADVENTURE 93. This is a two disks package
and contains a collection of adventure games from Alan
contains
l
Pembèrton via S.Q.L.U.G. Disk
ADVENTURE PLA YTIME, FROM THE TOWERS
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and
STARPLOD
VALAGON,
OF
CLASSICAL-TYPE AD VENTURE. Disk 2 contains
THE VOY AGE OF THE BEANO.

Steve Johnson. (S.J.P.D. SOFTWare)
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New Q.L. Hardware
Gold Card: 16MHz 68000, 1920K RAM, Battery Backed
Clock, Toolkit 2, Disk Interface, All Trump Card Facilities.
Includes A4 Manual........... .. .. .............. .......... ... ..............f225 .00p
QEP 3 EPROM Programmer: Will program 2716 -> 27512
5V MOS & CMOS Eproins. Built in Software. Includes A5
Manual................... ............... ....................... ................... .f120.00p

PD & Shareware Software
QL Emulator AMIGA V3.21 (3 Disks) ............................ B.OOp
C68 Compiler Rnntimes (3 Disks) ...... .............. ............ .... f.3.00p
C68 Compiler Source Code (2 Disks) .............................. f2.00p
MicroEMACS V3.11 (2 Disks) ........................................f2.00p
GNU Text Utilities (2 Disks) ............................................. f2.00p
Adventure93 (2 Disks) .. ........ ........................................... .. f2.00p
XLisp V2.l d (2 Disks) .......... ...... .. .. .................. ...... ........... f2.00p
SPECIAL l Q.A.T.S (prononnced CATS) .......... .. .... ...... fl .OOp
SPECIAL 2 Molecular Graplùcs V5.11 ...........................fl.OOp
SPECIAL 3 XLisp V l .4a .. ............ .. ...... .............. ........ .... .fl.OOp
SPECIAL 4 QPACer (QPAC2 Boot Creator) .................fl.OOp
SPECIAL 5 'C' Tutorial ............ ............ .............. ............. .fl.OOp
SPECIAL 6 Lib QPTR V3.00 .... ............................. .........fl.OOp
SPECIAL 7 Lib CPORT V1.22 .... .. ... .. .................. ......... .fl.OOp
SPECIAL 8 QRactal Screens Demo ..................... .......... .fl.OOp
SPECIAL 9 QL Home Finance ....... .... .. ........... .............. ..fl.OOp
SPECIAL lO ZMl+ SPECTRUM Emulator .................... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 11 Lib CURSES Vl.Ol .... ...... ..... ... ............ .. .... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 12 EL VIS Editor Vl.6 .. .. ..... ............ ...... ........... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 13 Text 'N' Graplùx Demo ............... ...... .......... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 14 'C' Prog Tools l ................. .......................... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 15 'C' Debugging Tools ...... ........ ........... ...... .....il .OOp
SPECIAL 16 Ergon Development Demo Disk ............... .fl.OOp
SPECIAL 17 German to English Wordlist ............. ..........fl.OOp
SPECIAL 18 QDesign Demo ................................. ........... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 19 D.J.Walker Demo Disk .............. ........... .. ....fl.OOp
SPECIAL 20 DBAS Database Package ..... ...... .. ............... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 21 FTC II Demo .. ......... .. ........ .... ...................... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 22 QL Hard Disk .................... .......................... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 23 PSION Xchange ............. .... ......... ......... ... ....fl.OOp
SPECIAL 24 SPECULATOR '93 ................. .................... fl.OOp
SPECIAL 25 QLIPER Disk .. .... ...... ...................... .. .... ...... fl .OOp
PD Disks l to 14 ....... ........... ....... ..... ..... ........ ...... ... .. .. fl.OOp each
(Each PD Disk contains l Oprograms and a Menu. Each Disk
contains a BOOT program that RUNS the Menu. Each
program RUNS from the Menu unless otherwise stated.)
QITAL Y Disk Magazine Issue 15 to 25 ...... ..- ......... fl.OOp each
(Each Disk contains l Issue ofthe QITAL Y Magazine.)

Ali prices include medium but not P&P. Please referto P&P
guide below. Disks are 3.5in DS/DD.

P&P Guide for PD & Shareware
Qty
l -3
4 -6
7-9

UK
fp
0.50
0. 75
1.00

Euro
fp
1.00
1.50
2.00

Zl
fp
1.50
2.00
2.50

Qty UK Euro Zl Z2
Z2
fp fp f p f p
fp
1.75 10-12 1.25 2.50 3.00 3.25
2.25 13-15 1.50 3.00 3.50 3.75
2.75 16-18 1.75 3.50 4.00 4.25

Trump Card: 768K RAM, Toolkit 2, Disk Interface, Dynarnic
RAM Disk, Printer Buffer. Includes A4 Manual............. f95 .00p
ExpandeRAM 512: 512K RAM with through port to connect
other peripherals i. e. Disk Interface, Eprom Board......... fA5.00p
ExpandeRAM 0: OK RAM, as above except User supplies
RAM clùps (8=256K 16=512K) .... ... ..... ...... ... ............. .....f20.00p
Twin 720K Disk Drives: Fully Cased with interna! Power
Supply Unit. .. .... .... .. ............ .. ..................... .. .................. .fl OO.OOp
Twin 1.44mb Disk Drives: Fully Cased with interna! Power
Supply Unit. ............ .... .. ..... .. ...........................................fl50.00p
Twin 3.2mb Disk Drives: Fully Cased with interna! Power
Supply Unit. ......... ....... ....... ......... ....... ........... ............ .... .. f200.00p
l Year Warranty an ali New Hardware, 2 Year Warranty an Gal d Card

Special Package Deal
Gold Card + Twin 3.2mb Disk Drive Unit... ............. ... .. f400.00p
Gold Card + Twin 1.44mb Disk Drive Unit... ...... ....... ...f350 .00p
Gold Card + Twin 720K Disk Drive Unit... ............ ......f310.00p
Trump Card + Twin 720K Disk Drive Unit... ............. ... fl85.00p
All prices exclude Postage & Packing

2nd User Hardware & Software
Includes Disk Drives, Monitors (Colour & Grn), Memory
Expansion, Disk Interfaces, Keyboards & Interfaces, Printers,
Leads ~te . All types of Commercia! Software inclucling Games,
Front Ends, Utilities, Languages etc. Back Issues of
QLUser!World & QUANTA A selection of QL related Books
also stocked. Blank 3.5in DS/DD & DS/HD Diskettes. S.A.E.
or I.R.C. for current Stock List.

New Hardware in Pipeline
Currently working on 2 new products for the QL as follows:Q UBIDE: IDE Hard Disk Interface. Will allow connection of
an IDE Hard Disk upto 120mb to the QL. Software built in.
Plugs into QL's ROM slot.
F AST-NET: Vastly improved network, at least l Otimes faster
than existing QL network. Also allows networking be~reen
QL and A TARI ST running QDOS.

Payment Methods
Cheques, (in UK Ponnds drawn on UK Bank), Postal Orders,
International P.O.'s and Eurocheques (in UK Ponnds) payable
UK Cash is also acceptable.
to ...... .... ..:- QUBBESoft P/D

Catalogue
S.A.E. or International Reply Coupon for latest Issue.

